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Mountain guide qualification
Section 1
Qualification award
Name of qualification1
Mountain guide

Section 2
Qualification level

The level of qualification using descriptors defining levels in the European
Qualifications Framework: EQF 4.

Section 3
The Skills Matrix
3.1. Description of the mountain guide occupation

The Mountain Guide is a specialist with a solid experience and mountain training
certified according to the legislation in force. He/she can be committed to safely guide
and train people or groups in mountain activities.
Mountain guide occupation requires a high level of technical training and commitment
in all areas of mountain activities: mountain trekking, mountaineering, rock climbing
and ice climbing, ski and ski off-piste and risk management.
The mountain guide activity means the perfect knowledge of mountain trails,
meteorology, snow and avalanche elements, mountain equipment (ropes, anchor
systems, piers, awnings, avalanche kits, skiing equipment, etc.).
The Mountain Guide proves responsibility and autonomy in actions taken, mentally
balanced, reaction and decision-making in unpredictable situations.
The Mountain Guide has social, leadership and good organizer skills, teamwork,
negotiation and communication, openness and a positive view of life.
4

3.2. Activities carried out by the mountain guide
The mountain Gude:
• Analyses and evaluates the tourist potential of the various areas, identifies and
checks the most suitable routes on the spot.
• Promotes sustainable mountain tourism activities and environmental information.
• Plans and prepares mountain tourism activities.
• Guides hiking or mountain climbs on rock, snow, ice, or mixed terrain.
• Guides skiing or skiing activities outside the slopes.
• Provides expert assistance to customers.
• Trains the interested persons in all the activities listed above, depending on their
particularities.
• Establishes and maintains relations with services and related activities on the route.
• Mediates interpersonal relationships within the group he/she guides, providing a
positive mood.
• Evaluates the risks and ensures the safety of the clients in his/her area of activities.
• Participates in rescue and first aid actions in mountain accidents when required or on
his/her own initiative when the situation so requires.
• Participates in regular continuous professional development courses.
• Is constantly aware of the evolution of techniques and equipment and continuously
develops his/her level of physical and technical training.
• In the case of activities carried out in other countries, the mountain guide has the
obligation to inform and strictly comply with the host country's legislation.
The skills required for mountain guide occupation are defined in Annex 1 - Skills
matrix for mountain guide occupation.
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Section 4
Key competencies

The key competencies for mountain guide profession.

Matrix of competencies for mountain guide occupation
Competence
Skills
Competence 1
Planning and preparation of
the mountain tours
Competence 2
Ensuring health of tourists
(by giving first aid) in
mountain environment
Competence 3
Ensuring safety of tourists
in mountain environment
Competence 4
Providing
environmental
protection information
Competence 5
Manage tourist groups

Planning,
Equipment
Consultation/Communication

EQF
Level
use, 4

First aid, Leading, Communication

4

Risk management, Snow and avalanche, 4
Avalanche rescue, Rescue in wall, Crevasse
rescue
Environmental
education,
Leading, 4
Communication, Didactics

Planning, Leading, Communication, Didactics,
Mountain activities hard skills ( sport /rock
climbing, mountaineering, skiing/ski-touring,
etc.), Rope management
Trekking, Orientation techniques, Meteorology,
Competence 6
Guide the trekking tours
Equipment use, Risk management, Leading,
Communication, First aid
Sport climbing technique, Rope management and
Competence 7
Guide the sport climbing belaying techniques, Equipment use, Risk
activities
management, Leading, Communication, First aid
Rock climbing technique, Rope management and
Competence 8
Guide the rock climbing belaying techniques, Equipment use, Risk
routes
management, Leading, Communication, First aid,
Wall rescue
Via ferrata techniques, Equipment use, Risk
Competence 9
Guide the via ferrata routes management, Leading, Communication, First aid
Ice climbing technique, Rope management and
Competence 10
Guide the ice climbing belaying techniques, Equipment use, Risk
routes
management, Leading, Communication, First aid,
Snow and avalanches, Avalanche rescue
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4

4

4

4

4
4

Winter mountaineering technique, Planning,
Competence 11
Guide
the
winter Rope management and belaying techniques,
mountaineering routes
Equipment use, Risk management, Leading,
Communication, First aid, Snow and avalanches,
Wall rescue, Avalanche rescue
Ski technique, Equipment use, Risk management,
Competence 12
Guide the ski activities
Leading, Communication, First aid, Snow and
avalanches, Avalanche Rescue, Didactics
Ski-touring technique, Equipment use, Planning,
Competence 13
Guide the ski touring
Risk management, Leading, Communication,
First aid, Snow and avalanches, Avalanche
Rescue
Mountain activities hard skills ( sport /rock
Competence 14
Teaching and training of climbing, mountaineering, skiing/ski-touring,
clients for applying the etc.),
Rope
management,
Leading,
mountain
activities Communication, Didactics.
techniques
Glacier travel technique, Equipment use,
Competence 15
Guide the Glacier travel
Planning,
Risk
management,
Leading,
Communication, First aid, Snow and avalanches,
Crevasse Rescue
High altitude mountaineering techniques,
Competence 16
Guide the high altitude Equipment use, Planning, Risk management,
mountaineering tours
Leading, Communication, First aid, Snow and
avalanches, Avalanche Rescue, Crevasse Rescue
Sustainable and responsible tourism, Leading,
Competence 17
Advise sustainable and Communication, Didactics
responsible tourism
General knowledge, Nature explanation, Territory
Competence 18
Providing natural and local interpretation,
Leading,
Communication,
tourism information (nature Didactics
/local sites /history /culture
/religion /etc.);
Competence 19 - Optional Experiential tourism, Leading, Communication,
Animate
experiential Didactics
tourism with clients
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Section 5
Entry access jury
For validation of competencies/skills required to enrol on VET “mountain guide”
course the following jury will be constituted:
A. Jury for validating different type of documents/proves required:
- Internal assessors: trainers with mountain guide certification
B. Jury for validating tests and examinations, interviews, simulations :
- Internal assessors: trainers with mountain guide certification

Section 6
Description of the training program in the mountain guide occupation

6.1. Entry admission criteria, validation and recognition
In order to ensure the flexibility of the program, the modular version of the
Curriculum was chosen (See Annex 3- Training structure for Mountain guide
occupation.)
The program is divided into 7 modules. The first 6 modules are designed as integral
parts of the mountain guide discipline (Annex 4-Training schedule for Mountain
guide):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Trekking module with 2 cycles: Summer Cycle and Winter Cycle
Climbing module (Summer)
Winter safety module
Mountaineering module (Winter)
Ski module
Glacier and high altitude module

The last module is optional and lead to the certification of other activities related to
the mountain guide.
Green tourism (Optional module):
7. Animate experiential tourism with clients

8

Each module finishes with an exam which certifies the competences covered in the
module (see Annex 4 Training schedule for Mountain guide occupation).
In the examinations, the following skills are assessed: route planning, clients care,
route assessment, technical level, group management, guiding under normal
conditions and risk management.

Total duration

150

360

112

360

98

Ecvet points
1point=25h

Total

Exams

Individual
Study

Work based
learning

Practice

Training Parts

Theory

The program combines the theoretical part with practical exercises, work based
learning with individual work, totalling 1080 hours, equivalent to 45 ECVET points (1
ECVET point=24 hours).

1080 45

The educational objectives (evaluation criteria) for every modules, the pedagogical
activities for accomplish educational activities, respective the material resources used
and necessary time are detailed in Annex 5 - Mountain Guide Training
Curriculum.

6.2. Module description

I.

Trekking Module

1.

The Purpose

The first module of the mountain guide course is the Trekking Module.
This module has the purpose of forming the competences for managing the groups in
trekking trips both in summer and winter conditions, respectively:
 Planning and preparation of the mountain tours
 Ensuring health of tourists (by giving first aid) in mountain environment
 Ensuring safety of tourists in mountain environment in mountain area (risk
management)
 Manage tourist groups
 Teaching and training of clients for applying the mountain activities techniques
 Providing environmental protection information
 Providing natural tourism information and advice sustainable tourism
 Guide the trekking tours (in summer and winter conditions)
9

2.

Entrance conditions

Candidates for the trekking module of the mountain guide course must meet the
following conditions:
1. Be high school graduates
2. To be physically and mentally competent for the mountain guide activity
(medical certificate)
3. Criminal record
4. Mountain activity resume
5. Pass the admission test consisting of an interview and a trekking tour in a given
time
3. Organization
The module is organized to include a summer and winter cycle in a total of 336 hours
(14 ECVET points), of which:
 Theory -66 hours
 Practice -144 hours (practice and work based learning)
 Individual work -96 hours
 Evaluations -30 hours (30% theoretical part and 70% practical part)
The curriculum of the module is presented in detail in Annex 5- Curriculum for
Mountain guide.
4.

Assessment

At the end of each cycle, the competences passed during the course (Exam1 and Exam
2) will be assessed. The assessment criteria are shown in Annex 5- Curriculum for
Mountain guide.
Participants passing all the assessments will receive a Trekking Module Graduation
Certificate. . This certificate can be equated with the hiking / trekking guide (a.k.a.
mountain leader).

II.

Climbing Module

1.

The Purpose

This module has the purpose of forming the competences for guiding climbing
activities in summer conditions, respectively:
 Ensuring safety of tourists in mountain environment in mountain in climbing
activities (Belay techniques and rope management)
 Guide the sport climbing activities
 Guide the multi-pitch climbing routes
 Guide the Via-Ferrata routes
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2.
Entrance conditions
Candidates for the Summer Climbing Module of the mountain guide course must meet
the following conditions:
1. Be a graduate of the summer and winter cycles of the Trekking Module
(Exam 1 and Exam 2)
2. To have a good mountaineering experience (mountaineering resume)
3. Pass the admission test consisting of an interview and a climbing route
3.

Organization

The module is organized to include in a total of 240 hours (10 ECVET points), of
which:
• Theory -24 hours
• Practice -120 hours (practice and work based learning)
• Individual work -80 hours
• Evaluations -16 hours (10% theoretical part, 90% practical part)
The curriculum of the module is presented in detail in Annex 5- Curriculum for
Mountain guide.
4.

Assessment

At the end of module, the competences passed during the course will be assessed
(Exam 3). The assessment criteria are shown in Annex 5- Curriculum for Mountain
guide. Participants passing all the assessments will receive a Climbing Module
Graduation Certificate. This certificate can be equated with the Climbing Instructor.

III.

Winter Safety Module

1.

The Purpose

This module has the purpose of forming the competences for ensuring safety of
mountain tourism activities in winter conditions, respectively:
 Ensuring safety of tourists in mountain environment in climbing activities
(Mountain weather, Risk management in winter conditions, Avalanche rescue)
2.

Entrance conditions

Candidates for the Winter Safety Module of the mountain guide course must meet the
following conditions:
1. Mountaineering experience (mountaineering resume)
2. To be physically and mentally competent for the mountain activity (medical
certificate)
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3.

Organizations

The module is organized so as to include the total number of 72 hours (3 ECVET
points), of which:
 Theory -16 hours
 Practice -24 hours (practice)
 Individual work -24 hours
 Evaluations -8 hours (25% theoretical part, 75%practical part)
The curriculum of the module is presented in detail in Annex 5- Curriculum for
Mountain guide.
4.

Assessment

At the end of module, the competences passed during the course will be assessed
(Exam 4). The assessment criteria are shown in Evaluation Grid for Winter Safety
Module. Participants passing all the assessments will receive a Winter Safety
Module Graduation Certificate.

IV.

Winter Mountaineering Module

1. The Purpose
This module has the purpose of forming the competences for guiding winter mountain
tourism activities, respectively:

Ensuring safety of tourists in mountain environment in winter conditions in
mountaineering activities

Guide the ice climbing activities

Guide the winter mountaineering tours
2.

Entrance conditions

Candidates for the Winter Mountaineering Module of the mountain guide course must
meet the following conditions:
1. Be a graduate of the summer and winter cycles of the Trekking Module (Exam 1
and Exam 2)
2. Be a graduate of Summer Climbing Module (Exam 3)
3. Be a graduate of the Winter Safety Module (Exam 4)
4. To have a good winter climbing experience (mountaineering resume)
5. Pass the admission test consisting of an interview and a winter route
3. Organizations
The module is organized so as to include the total number of 120 hours (5 ECVET
points), of which:
12

• Theory -12 hours
• Practice -56 hours (practice and work based learning)
• Individual work -40 hours
• Evaluations -12 hours (25%theoretical part, 75% practical part)
The curriculum of the module is presented in detail in Annex 5- Curriculum for
Mountain guide.
4. Assessment
At the end of module, the competences passed during the course will be assessed
(Exam 5). The assessment criteria are shown in Evaluation Grid for Winter
mountaineering Module. Participants passing all the assessments will receive a
Winter Mountaineering Module Graduation Certificate.

V.

Ski Module

1.

The Purpose

This module has the purpose of forming the competences for guiding Ski activities,
respectivley:

Guide the clients in ski technics

Guide the ski tours
2.

Entrance conditions

Candidates for the Ski Module of the mountain guide course must meet the following
conditions:
1. Be a graduate of the summer and winter cycles of the Trekking Module (Exam 1
and Exam 2)
2. Be a graduate of Summer Climbing Module (Exam 3)
3. Be a graduate of the Winter Safety Module (Exam 4)
4. Have a good ski technique (ski activity record)
5. Pass the admission test consisting of demonstrating skiing abilities
3.

Organizations

The module is organized so as to include the total number of 216 hours (9 ECVET
points), of which:
• Theory -16 hours
• Practice -96 hours (practice and work based learning)
• Individual work -88 hours
• Evaluations -16 hours (10% theoretical part, 90% practical part)
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The curriculum of the module is presented in detail in Annex 5- Curriculum for
Mountain guide. This certificate can be equated with the ski instructor.
4.

Assessment

At the end of module, the competences passed during the course will be assessed
(Exam 6). The assessment criteria are shown in Evaluation Grid for Ski Module.
Participants passing all the assessments will receive a Ski Module Graduation
Certificate.
Those who graduated with the exam:
- Trekking Module - Exam 1 and Exam 2
- Summer Climbing Module -Exam 3
- Winter Safety Module - Exam 4
- Winter Mountaineering Module-Exam 5
- Ski Module -Exam 6
Will receive the National Mountain Guide Certificate for countries without permanent
glaciers and can request the Attestation of the mountain guide at national level.

VI.

Glacier Module

1.

The Purpose

This module has the purpose of forming the competences for guiding glacier and high
altitude mountaineering tours, respectively

Guide the glacier travel

Guide the high altitude mountaineering tours
2.

Entrance conditions

Candidates for the Glacier Module of the mountain guide course must meet the
following conditions:
1. Be a graduate of summer and winter cycles of the Trekking Module (Exam 1 and
Exam 2)
2. Be a graduate of Summer Climbing Module (Exam 3)
3. Be a graduate of Winter Safety Module (Exam 4)
4. Be a graduate of the Winter Mountaineering Module (Exam 5)
5. Be a graduate of the Ski Module
3.

Organizations

The module is organized to include a total of 96 hours (4 ECVET points), of which:
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• Theory -16
• Practice -32 hours
• Individual work -32 hours
• Evaluations -16 hours (10% theoretical part, 90% practical part)
The curriculum of the module is presented in detail in Annex 5- Curriculum for
Mountain guide
4.

Assessment

At the end of the module, the competences covered within the module will be assessed
(Exam 7). The assessment criteria are shown in Annex 5- Curriculum for Mountain
guide. The participants passing all the assessments will receive a Certificate of
Graduation of the Glacier Module.
Holders of the National Mountain Guide Certificate and the Glacier Module
Graduation Certificate may apply for the International Mountain Guide
Certification.

Optional module
VII.

Experiential Tourism Module.

1.

The Purpose

This module aims at training competencies on guiding experiential tourism activities,
namely:
 Animate experiential tourism with clients
2.

Entrance conditions

Candidates for the Sustainable Tourism Module within the mountain guide course
must meet the following conditions:
1. To be graduates of cycle of summer and winter trekking Module (Exam 1 and
2)
3.

Organizations

The module is organized so as to include the total number of 48 hours (2 ECVET
points) of which:
 Theory-8 hours
 Practice-16 hours
 Work individual -16 hour
 Evaluations-8 hours (50% theoretical part, 50% practical part)
15

The curriculum of the module is presented in detail in Annex 5- Curriculum for
Mountain guide.
4.
Assessment
At the end of the module, the competences covered within the module will be assessed
(Exam 9). Participants passing all the assessments will receive a Certificate of
Graduation of Experiential Tourism Module.

Section 7
Equipment/tools/software for running the training
The list with required equipment, tools and software used during the training session
for both theoretical and practical aspects:
1. For theoretical part:
Software: E-learning platform, Internet Portal,
Tools: Computers, Video projector, screen, clipboard
2. For practical part:
Equipment list:
 Trekking equipment (backpacks, tents, sleeping bags, medical kit, maps,
compass, GPS, headlamp)
 Summer climbing equipment (ropes-different types, harnesses, helmets,
carabineers- different types, slings, different types of anchors, belaying
devices, etc.
 Avalanche kit, avalanche backpack
 Winter mountaineering equipment (crampons, axes, crevasse rescue kit, snow
test kit, etc.)
 Ski equipment (ski, skins, poles, ski helmets, ski boots, etc.)
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Section 8
Mountain guide trainers

The minimum requirements for mountain guide trainers looking on:
- 1. Minimum level of qualification in any qualification system (higher
education, VET):
 certified trainers, min. 2 year of experience in domain- CV, Diploma,
Certification
- 2. Professional experience:
 For Trekking Module (summer and winter cycles), Summer
Mountaineering module, Winter safety module, Winter Mountaineering
module and Ski Module- certified mountain guide with min. 3 year
experience as mountain guide - CV, Diploma, Certification
 For Glacier and High Altitude Module – Certified international IFMGA
mountain guide - CV, Diploma, Certification

Section 9
Structure and contents of the training assessment
 The assessment combines evaluation during the training course and final
evaluation.
 The amount of days for each evaluation is established as well as assessment
methods and the required level (see Annex 5- Curriculum for Mountain guide).
Assessment methods include:








skills demonstrations
self-assessment
written assignments
work samples
structured feedback meetings/discussions
presentations
simulated conversations

The achieved learning outcomes must be confirmed by the assessor which will:

Provide a description of the strong and weak points of an individual learner's
performance with regard to a set task or tasks - using the description of targeted
learning outcomes as a basis.
17


Complete an assessment grid in which there are set criteria against
which learner performance can be judged.

confirm whether an individual learner has passed their assessment (or not)
also advising of the grade achieved, where a grading system is in use.
In base of official assessment records of training institution, the learner will receive a
diploma/certificate attesting awarded competencies.

Section 10
Training assessment jury

For validation awarded competencies of the learners, the component of the training
jury is formed of:
 Internal assessors: trainers
- External assessors: – Certified international IFMGA mountain guide

18

Section 11
Credit transferii and accumulation
The project team identified the mountain guide [units of learning outcomes iii] and
based on this units (see Annex 2-Matrix of competencies for mountain guide) was
realized the training curriculum (see Annex 5 - Mountain Guide Training Curriculum).
The process of recognizing, validating and transferring creditsiv obtained from prior
learning in different learning contexts (formal learningv, non-formal learningvi,
informal learningvii) and learning pathways to “mountain guide” vocational
educational training (VET) can be done in the following situations:

1)
Progressively accumulating learning: Accumulating credit progressively
over time with possible disruptions in the learning path but preparing for a single
qualification (no change of pathway). See first the definition of qualification systemviii.
1) Progressively accumulating
learning without changing orientation

Qualification system
(ex. Vocational Educational Training)
LEVEL 4
U1
U7

U2

U3

…

U17

LEVEL 3

Formal learning

Example:
a) Possibilities to achieve the mountain guide qualification by structuring the
qualifications in units and give learners the possibility to achieve units one by
one and to achieve the full qualification following the accumulation of units.
For example, following the whole “mountain guide” training.
U1 + U2 + U3 + U4 + U5 + U6 + U7 + U8 + U9 + U10 U11 + U12 + U13 +
U14 + U15 + U16 = Mountain guide
19

b) Using initial learning and continuous learning by a long period of time.
Some units of learning outcomes can be grouped into a bigger group and
named as a part of qualification. Their assessment will lead in obtaining
certification for this group of units of learning outcomes. The other group of
units of learning outcomes can be grouped in other parts of qualifications.

Examples:
Initial training (Module Trekking: U1+U2+U4+U5+U6+U7+U8)= Mountain
leader
Mountain leader+ Mountaineering experience + Entry test + Continuous
training (Module Summer Climbing: U9+U10+U11+U12+U13) +(Module
Winter Climbing: U12+U13+U14+U15)= Mountain guide at national level
Mountain guide at national level + Continuous training (Module glacier:
U16+U17) = Mountain guide at European level
Initial training (Module I Trekking) (U1+U2+U4+U5+U6+U7+U8) +
Continuous training IV (U18) = Experiential Guide
Required documentation for validation of accumulated credits
- Past diploma/certificates proving all competencies obtained
- Past work: individual contracts for similar positions proving all competencies
obtained, portfolios, reference letters
- Declarative documents (CVs),
- Tests and examinations, dialogues or conversational methods (interviews)
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2)
Changing the pathway and qualification within the same qualification
system: Transferring and accumulating credit within the same qualification system
and at the same level, from one qualification and pathway to another (for example,
from a qualification in one economic sector to a qualification in a related economic
sector)
Examples:
 Mountain Leader Certificate for:
 Competence 1: Planning and preparation of the mountain tours
 Competence 2: Manage tourist groups
 Competence 3: Ensuring health of tourists in mountain environment by
giving first aid
 Competence 5: Providing environmental protection information
 Competence 6: Providing natural tourism information and advice sustainable
tourism

 Competence 7: Guide the trekking tours
Mountain leader

Transfer

Mountain guide
C1+C2+C3+C5+C6+C7

 Cave Guide Certificate for:
 Competence 2: Manage tourist groups
 Competence 3: Ensuring health of tourists in mountain environment by
giving first aid
 Competence 5: Providing environmental protection information
Cave Instructor

Transfer

Mountain guide
C2+C3+C5

 Ski Instructor for:
 Competence 2: Manage tourist groups
 Competence 3: Ensuring health of tourists by giving first aid
 Competence 7: Teaching and training of clients for applying the mountain
activities techniques
 Competence 14: Guide the ski activities
Ski monitor/ski
instructor

Transfer

Mountain guide
C2+C3+C7+C14

Required documentation for validation of credits:
21

-

3)

Past certificates (types to be identified) proving all competencies obtained
Past work: individual contracts for similar positions proving all competencies
obtained, portfolios, reference letters
Declarative documents (CVs), Tests and examinations, dialogues or
conversational methods (interviews)

Changing qualification from one education sector to another

Some credits gained at tourism university/sport University (not necessary graduated)
can be recognized for mountain guides:

University program

Transfer

“Mountain guide” vocational training

Example:
Competencies acquired within the Sport Universities with skiing programs can be recognized
in the mountain guide formation:

U3 = Ensuring health of tourists by giving first aid
U7= Teaching and training of clients for applying the mountain activities
U14= Guide the ski activities

Required documentation for validation of credits:
- Past certificates (types to be identified) proving all competencies obtained
- Past work: individual contracts for similar positions proving all competencies
obtained, portfolios, reference letters
- Declarative documents (CVs), Tests and examinations, dialogues or
conversational methods (interviews)

22

1. Formalizing achieved LO from non-formal and/or informal learning towards
formal learning

Qualification system
Level 4
Assessment of learning outcomes achieved
in non-formal and/or informal learning
Qualification x

Work-place
learning
Transfer

Transfer

Validation and recognition for:
U9+U10+U13+U14

E-learning

Transfer
Leisure

Formal learning for:
U1+U2+U3+U4+U5+U6+U7+U8

Example:
-

Validation and recognizing informal units of competencies as for example:
leisure ski, climbing or mountaineering;
Validation and recognition of non-formal units of competencies as following:
in-company training, non-authorized trainings

Required documentation for validation of credits:
- Evidence extracted from work or other situation (voluntary activities, family,
etc.): individual contracts for similar positions proving all competencies
obtained, portfolios, reference letters, transcripts
- Declarative documents (CVs)
- Tests and examinations, dialogues or conversational methods (interviews)
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Section 12
Credit transfer and accumulation jury
The jury for validation of competencies/skills obtained from past learning:
A. Jury for validating different type of documents/proves required
- Internal assessors: trainers certified as mountain guides
B. Jury for validating tests and examinations, interviews, simulations
- Internal assessors: trainers certified as mountain guides
- External assessors: trainers certified as mountain guides at international level
(IFMGA)

Section 13
Annexes

13.1 The matrix of skills for mountain guide occupation
Following the methodology for achieving the Mountain guide occupational standard
elaborated within the project, the project teams from the partner countries analysed the
IFGMA Reference Handbook and identified necessary hard (technical) and soft
skills for mountain guides and their components.
Putting together the experience of the project team members and the documentation
mentioned in the methodology (memorandum of understanding “Transparency of CSR
skills through ECVET in European tourism”, “ILO guidelines on decent work and
socially responsible tourism”), were drawn the green skills important for mountain
guide activity.
As a result of this research, the project team developed the skill matrix. The complete
(exhaustive) skill need for “mountain guide” qualification is presented in Annex 1Matrix of Skills for Mountain Guide Profession.

13.2. The key competencies and the concordance with ESCO portal

The next stage was the grouping skills‟ in competencies and the creation of a matrix
of competencies for the mountain guide occupation.
24

The „essential skills and competences” and the optional “skills and competencies”
from obtained matrix of competencies were compared with competencies, skills and
knowledge suggested by ESCO portal.
Where was possible, were used the same words to describe similar competencies as in
ESCO portal to increase the transparency of competencies, making easy to be
recognized into another context.
The results of these comparative analyses between obtained matrix of competencies
and competencies, skills and knowledge suggested by ESCO portal is the improved
competencies matrix (see Annex 2- Matrix of competencies for mountain guide
occupation)

13.3. Conclusional survey
The aim of our research was to identify the relevant competences for mountain guides,
regardless of the field of mountain activities. As in the above mentioned methodology,
we made an interrogation regarding the level of importance of the competences to
establish the final version of matrix of skills and competencies for mountain guides.
We targeted two groups of stakeholders: mountain guides who have completed
mountain guides training on national or international level and guide agencies acting
in the field of mountain activities. Thus, our research was able to identify the training
and working needs which are important for working in the mountain sector.

Objectives of survey:
 Identify new competencies, skills, knowledge and abilities considered
necessary to be included into “mountain guide” qualification
 Identify soft skills and green skills mostly required by world of work
 Conclude the “matrix of skills and competencies”
The occupational analysis for mountain guide occupation is developed in Annex 6 –
Occupational analysis.

13.4. Curriculum for Mountain guide
Based on the occupational analysis, the training program and training curriculum for the
mountain guide occupation was drawn up:
Annex 4 - Training schedule for Mountain guide
Annex 5 - Curriculum for Mountain guide
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Annex 1
Skills Matrix for Mountain Guide
A. Hard skills:
1

2

Skill
Trekking
techniques

Navigation
techniques

Knowledge
- to master information about the
geography and the routes of the area
(morphology, possibilities of
withdrawal)
- to master information about training
methods, nutrition, general physiology
- to master information about weather
conditions

Know-how (practical)
- to be able to manage client / groups (control of clients,
efficient pace, effective communication)
- to be capable to assess the terrain and find an easy and
safety way
-to be able to use different ascending/descending
techniques levelled to the corresponding group in an
flowing and safe way
- to be able to improvise supporting techniques
- to be able to combine techniques from the sector of rock,
ice and snow with each other
- to be able to set a camp and organize the food
preparation and the rest
-to prove client care in order of safety, comfort and
enjoyment
- to master information about maps
- to be able to read a map
- to master information about navigation - to be able to establish on site where they are and where
tools
they should going
- be familiar with the use of compass, altimeter, GPS
- to be able to do natural orientation
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Attitudes
- mental focus
- body awareness
- decision making
- creativity and flair
- appropriate selection of
skills and techniques
- adaptability during
performance

- responsibility
- analytical thinking

3

Multi-pitch
climbing
technique

4

Sport climbing
techniques

- to be able to choose route with map / without map in
case of lost
- to master information about the
- to be able to lead climb V grade routes (UIAA scale) in
geography of the area (routes in the
alpine terrain
area, possibilities of withdrawal)
- to be able to climb in lead in a confident way (ie cracks,
- Structures of the rocks and implication corners, chimneys, flakes, wall etc)
in climbing technics
- to be able to execute all actions with a fluid pace
- to master theoretical issues of climbing appropriate to a mountain guide
techniques
-to be able to choose the proper route for each situation
- to master information about training
and client
methods, nutrition, general physiology
- to be able to rope and belay the client when climbing in
pitches
-to demonstrate adequate protective measures in case of
special ways of climbing
- be familiar with basic knowledge in installing routes in
the terrain (setting bolts and anchors, fixed ropes, etc.)
- be able to manage a rappel system with one or more
clients over multiple pitches
- to be able to use the appropriate techniques and security
methods when crossing exposed terrain
- to master all belaying techniques for guiding short rope
- to master information about gears used - to be able to climb routes at least 6b on sight
in sport climbing
- demonstrate effective movement and execution of skills
- to master information about sport
and techniques in climbing
climbing technique: belaying, climbing,
- to be able to climb in lead in a confident way (ie cracks,
top roping, etc
corners, chimneys, flakes, wall etc)
- to master information about training
-to be able to choose the proper route for each situation
methods, nutrition, general physiology
and client
- to be able to demonstrate and teach safe belaying indoor
and in sports climbing terrain (Different devices, Dynamic
procedure, Different weight of client (s))
- to be able to teach all of the basics of rock climbing like
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-- analytical thinking
- mental focus
- body awareness
- creativity and flair
- adaptability during
performance
- self confidence

- mental focus
- body awareness
- decision making
- creativity and flair
- appropriate selection of
skills and techniques
- adaptability during
performance
-awareness of own role
within and contribution
to the team

5

Via ferrata
techniques

- to master information about the
geography of the area (geology, routes in
the area, possibilities of withdrawal)
- to master information about training
methods, nutrition, general physiology
- to master information about climbing
technique

6

Ice climbing
techniques

7

Winter
mountaineering
techniques

- to master information about the
geography of the area (geology, routes in
the area, possibilities of withdrawal)
- to master information about training
methods, nutrition, general physiology
- to master information about ice study
and snow
- to master information about ice
climbing technique
- to master information about the
geography of the area (geology, routes in
the area, possibilities of withdrawal)

using handholds, footwork and moving techniques
-to be able to demonstrate and teach how to install a top
rope
-demonstrate adequate protective measures in case of
special ways of climbing (i.e. tape on hands and fingers
when climbing cracks)
- be familiar with descending /lowering techniques
- be familiar with basic knowledge in the sector of route
construction
- to be able to climb 5 UIAA grade with approach / ferrata
shoes
- to be able to climb on different rock forms: chimney,
crack, slab
- to be able to maintain appropriate pace thought the
whole climb
- to be able to assess the belaying possibilities on the spot
and doing a safe belay
- to be able organize abseil for clients
- be able to teach the clients how to use the Via-Ferrata
equipment
- to be able to lead at least WI4+
- to be able to combine techniques from rock and / or ice
climbing
- demonstrate all climbing and moving techniques with ice
axes and crampons in a confident way
- to be able to do an ice anchor
- to be able to analyse and assess the belaying possibilities
on the spot
-to be able moving confident, safe, calm on rock, snow and
ice
- to be able to set an appropriate pace
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- decision making
- adaptability during
performance
- self confidence
- responsibility

- mental focus
- body awareness
- decision making
- creativity and flair
- appropriate selection of
skills and techniques

- mental focus
- body awareness
- decision making

- to master information about training
methods, nutrition, general physiology
- to master information about
mountaineering technique

8

Ski technique

- to understand the angles control, body
position
- to know how to assess the customer’s
level of training

8

Ski-touring
technique

- to master information about the
geography of the area (morphology,
possibilities of withdrawal)
- to master information about training
methods, nutrition, general physiology
- to master information about snow
- to master information about skiing on
hard snow techniques
- to know rope management techniques
- to know belaying techniques

9

Glacier travel
techniques

- to master information about the
geography of the area (glaciology,
geology, routes in the area, possibilities
of withdrawal)
- to master information about training
methods, nutrition, general physiology
- to master information about ice study

- to be able to combine techniques from the sector of rock,
ice and snow with each other
- to be familiar with all techniques for guiding short rope
- to be able to use adequate security methods when
crossing exposed terrain
- to be able to set up mobile and fixed belays, fixed ropes,
etc.
- be able to perform correct movement of the centre of gravity
- be able to perform turns with correct body position and
correct use of poles
- be able to join different types of turns in a controlled and
dynamic way
- be able to teaching and assisting clients in ski on slope
- be able make consecutive turns in any type of situation,
even on very steep and narrow terrain, in different snow
conditions in a safe, controlled and dynamic way
-to be able to use different ascending techniques levelled
to the corresponding group in an elegant, flowing and safe
way
- to be able to combine techniques from rock and / or ice
climbing in terms of: ascent on rock with ski boots with or
without crampons, use of ice axe and self-arrest
- to be able to ascend and ski down roped up with skis
- to be able to do snow anchors, ski anchors, etc.
- be familiar with abseil techniques with skis
- to be able to guide one or several clients on foot, with skis
or other objects through crevasse zones or seracs
- to be able to choose appropriate rope distances and fallrisk reducing methods
-to be able to recognize covered crevasses
- to be able to use guiding and belaying techniques
according to situation
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- creativity and flair
- appropriate selection of
skills and techniques
- adaptability during
performance

- mental focus
- body and mental
awareness
-ability to be a leader
- decision making
- creativity and flair
- adaptability during
performance

- mental focus
- body awareness
- decision making
- creativity and flair
- adaptability during
performance

and snow
- to master information about glacier
travel technique
- to master information about
orientation technique

10

High altitude
mountaineering
techniques

11

Rope
management
and belaying
techniques

- to be able to take precautionary measures when walking
or skiing without rope on the glacier
- master all walking and step techniques (ice axe) in ice
and snow
- to be able to use braking and holding techniques in snow
and ice
- to be able to organise resting areas and install camps
- to be able to assess and plan access and descent
- to master information about the
- to be familiar with the acclimatization rules
geography of the area (morphology,
- to be able to adapt the acclimatization program to clients
possibilities of withdrawal)
and conditions
- to master information about training
- to be familiar with use of fixed ropes on high altitude
methods, nutrition, general physiology
- to be able to use different ascending/descending
- to master information about snow and techniques levelled to the corresponding group in an
ice conditions
flowing and safe way
- to master information about changes in - to be able to improvise supporting techniques
the oxygen percentage and partial
- to be able to combine techniques from the sector of rock,
pressure changes on high altitude
ice and snow with each other
- to be able to set a camp and organise the food
preparation and the rest
- to be familiar with the local opportunities for evacuation
- to be able to recognize the symptoms of AMS, HAPE,
HACE and apply the appropriate measures
- to know climbing physics (forces,
- to master principle of climbing physic
falling factor, impact force etc.)
- to be able to use appropriate knots for each situation
- to master information about climbing
- to be able to install and control the mobile and fixed
equipment, knots, protections, anchors, protections
rope management
- be able to set up and manage the station
- to know rope techniques for organize a - to be able to organize a pulley system with or without
rescue action
specialized equipment
- be able to manage a rappel system with one or more
clients over multiple pitches
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- mental focus
- body awareness
- decision making
- creativity and flair
- appropriate selection of
skills and techniques
- adaptability during
performance

- responsibility
- analytical thinking
- decision making
- client care

12

Short roping
technique

- to master information about short
roping principles, short roping
techniques, tying in multiple clients,
- to master information managing the
rope in short roping situations

13

Avalanche
rescue technique

- to master information about avalanche
rescue equipment, technical
specification, maintenance, etc.
(avalanche kit, avalung, etc.)

14

Wall rescue
technique

- to know the basics of physics (pulley
systems, ratchets)
- to master information about wall
rescue equipment

15

Crevasses rescue
technique

-to know basics of survival
- to master information about crevasse
rescue equipment,

- be able to install and manage different lower situation
-to master all belaying techniques for guiding short rope
- be able to manage rope in fluid pace
- be able to use the appropriate techniques and security
methods when crossing different type of terrain
- be able to use the appropriate technique regarding the
number of clients and the skill and experience of client (s)
- excellent work with avalanche transceivers
- be capable to use and explain the use of avalanche probe
- be familiar with modern excavating methods from the
snow
- to able organize an avalanche rescue alone / with the
available support
- to be aware of the options for local rescue and evacuation
procedures
- be fast and efficient
- to be able to hold the client(s) weight
- to be able to transfer the client(s) weight to an anchor
- to be able to organize escape system with or without
specialized equipment
- to be able to improvise technical solutions in case of
rescue
- to be able to plan and put into practice the rescue and
evacuation from the rock wall of the injured person
- to be able to hold a failing persons(s) in crevasse on foot
or with ski
- to be able to climb from a crevasse independently after
fall
- to be able to set an anchor depending on the available
equipment
- be capable to organize extraction from the crevasse with
or without specialized equipment
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- responsibility
- mental focus
- decision making
- client care
- responsibility
- mental focus
- decision making
- analytical thinking

- responsibility
- mental focus
- decision making
- adaptability during
activity
- analytical thinking
- responsibility
- decision making

16

First aid and
emergency
procedure

- to master information about general
physiology
- to know how to contact the rescue
services
- to know how works an organised
mountain rescue
-- to master information about survival

17

Equipment use

- to master information about mountain
activities equipment

18

Mountain
weather

- to master information about Snow
pack, Snow transformation,
Classification of snow, Snow profiles,
Snow study kit)
- to master information about
Avalanches ( Avalanche formation and
types, Factors, Avalanches danger level,
Bulletin, GRM- graphical reduction
method, typical avalanche problems)

--to execute a correct risk assessment and react on the
situation
- to be able to do general examination of the victim
- to be capable to measure breading and pulse
- to be capable to do CPR
- to be able to immobilize a fracture
- to be capable to treat wounds
- to be capable to treat burnings/frostbites
- to be able to take appropriate measures in case of
accidental ingestion of harmful substances
- to be capable to treat urgent psychiatric conditions
- be familiar with equipment for all mountain activities
-be up to date of the new equipment
- to be able to explain how to use the equipment
-use and care of the equipment

-be able to make and interpret different types of profiles
snow
- be able to complete the graphical representation for
snow profile using snow observation kit.
- demonstrate knowledge about avalanche danger scale
- be able to use the avalanche bulletin
- be able to use GRM method
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- responsibility
- decision making
- client care

- willingness to learn
new things
- creativity and flair
-interested in
experimenting new
techniques and new
equipment
- responsibility
- analytical thinking

B. Soft skills
1

Skill
Knowledge
Planning and - to master information about mountain
preparation management

2

Communicat
ion
techniques

- to master information in group
psychology
- to master basic knowledge of
communication techniques

3

Leadership

- to master communication techniques,
- to have good knowledge of negotiation

Know-how (practical)
- to be able to collect and analyse all necessary information
about clients, country culture and legislation about
profession and protected sites, area, routes, necessary
equipment, weather, snow and avalanche information, etc)
-to be able to analyse and take into account necessary time
for delays caused by bad weather
-to be able to take into account all circumstances that may
arise - and to make backup plans
- to be able to take in plane effective acclimatization,
moving between camps, adequate weather window for
summit attempts
- to be able to realize logistical organization (equipment,
food, transportation, accommodation, weather, time plane,
options and backup plans, emergency procedures, first aid
kit, etc.)
- to be able to prepare their communication according to
the profile of the interlocutor
- to be able to present information regarding activities and
places of interest
- to be able to encourage tourist by giving positive
feedback
- to be able to understand the tourist’s feedback
- to be able to ensure that communications between him
and the others participants are precise, positive and
understood

Soft-skills (cognitive)
- meticulously
- carefulness
- responsibility
- discipline

- to be able to organise, coordinate and control the group
of clients

-authoritativeness,
- strong personality,
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techniques,
- to master knowledge about conflict
resolution,
- to master information about client
relationship techniques

4

5

- to be able take and to communicate decisions and
choices,
- be able to demonstrate authoritativeness and
determination, flexibility and adaptability, self-confidence,
empathy,
-to demonstrate the ability to concentrate under pressure
- to be able to create sharing and consensus
- to be able to negotiate and resolve conflicts,
- to be able to assess client’s capabilities and skills
- to be able to assess the mental and physical state of
clients and adapt strategy, technique or equipment
- in the range of the activities, be contact person, a
psychological and moral support and a person of trust for
the client
Risk
- to master information about mountain - to be able to recognize /evaluate /minimize the general
management hazard
danger in the mountain
- to master information about climbing -be awareness of the surrounding terrain
physics
- to be able to take precautionary measures in case of
- to master information about ice study lightning, bad visibility, wet, wind, cold or heat, snow and
- to master information about snow and avalanche, rock and ice fall, torrents, mudslide, etc.
avalanche
- to be able to stay calm and organize an evacuation
- to master information about local
- to be able to organize a rescue in every direction (us,
geography
down or sideways)
- be fast and efficient
Didactics
- to master information about adults
- develop and organize training for all fields of work
pedagogy
-to be able to made a lesson plan (goals, way to accomplish
- to master information about
goals)
motivational theory
- to be able to structure the lesson/ didactic materials
- have a basic knowledge of anatomy of
- to be able to assess the level and the needs of clients
movement
- to be able to choose suitable training terrain
- to master information about training
- to use the best teaching techniques to implement the
injuries
lesson
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- determination
- even-tempered

- responsibility
- analytical thinking
- decision making
- authoritativeness,
- determination

- responsibility
- analytical thinking
- pedagogy

C. Green Skills
1

2

3

Skill
Nature
interpretatio
n

Knowledge
- knowledge of botany: name of plants,
trees, flowers, mushrooms, berries;
edible plants, plants used in
phototherapy and in cosmetics;
poisonous plants; fruit trees, timber
trees
- geology: geomorphology, mineralogy,
palaeontology
- zoology, zoogeography, zoo technique,
ethology
Environmen - knowledge of ecological and
tal education environmental problems affecting the
territory
- problems in local environment as
scarcity of natural resources like water
or loss of biodiversity
- legislation about protected areas and
environment protection
- climate change, adaptation and
mitigation
- impact of tourism on environment:
pollution and depletion of resources
Sustainable
- concept of sustainability
and
(environmental, social, economic,
responsible
cultural)
tourism
- definitions: sustainable tourism,
responsible tourism, ecotourism, social

Know-how (practical)
-distinguishing trees, plants and flowers, mushrooms,
mosses
- distinguishing rocks, layers, fossils
- distinguishing animals, their footprints, excrement,
voices
- knowledge of the presence of animals in the territory;
knowledge of their habits; knowledge on hunting and food
use

Soft-skills (cognitive)
- curiosity,
- attention,
- love of nature,
- descriptive ability

- ability to arouse interest, participation, involvement;
ability to create emotion
- teaching sustainable tourism
- implementing sustainability principles and good
practices (as saving water and energy, waste management,
reduction of food waste; alternative transportation;
reduction of the use of plastic bags and bottles)
- providing customers with information about the
legislation on the protected areas and the policy for the
protection, development and promotion
- providing customers with information about local nature
and biodiversity
- ability to teach the principles and rules of responsible
tourism, respect for the environment and local culture, the
correct and convivial relationship with the local
population, the meetings with the population, the benefits
for the local communities

- empathy,
- pleasantness,
- professionalism,
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- communication skills,
- seriousness,
- empathy

tourism, community based tourism and
etc.

4

Territory
interpretatio
n

- respect for the local community: no phone areas, proper
clothing, taking photos, hospitality, prices haggling,
begging, tipping, gifts, alms, no littering and etc.
- Green Certification schemes, criteria
- respect for the cultural heritage: no graffiti
and indicators; labels, standards,
- speaking openly about culturally sensitive issues
awards – Green Key, EMAS, Ecolabel
- providing customers with information for ancient and
Cultural Certification schemes, criteria
traditional jobs from the region
and indicators; labels, standards,
- providing customers information about the problems
awards – national certification schemes affecting the territory and local people as: depopulation,
- impact of tourism on local
emigration, unemployment, anti-tourism attitude, political
communities: diffusion of beggary, black conflicts, ethnic or religious conflicts
work market, prostitution (even
- collecting and evaluating the complains, particularly
juvenile), corruption, micro-criminality, those concerning the respect of the principle and practices
of responsible tourism
financial leakage, kids’ and women’
- collaborating with local authorities and stakeholders for
labour
- impact of tourism on culture and local the improvement of the hospitality and services in
life: loss of authenticity, other problems compliance with the principles and practices of
generated by over tourism in mountain responsible tourism
area
- problems in the territory as
unemployment, depopulation,
emigration, political issues etc.
- knowledge of history, tangible and
- ability to explain the history, culture, religion, habits,
intangible culture, traditions
festival, events of places visited
- organizing meetings with local authorities, religious
authorities, artists, writers, cultural associations,
representatives of local life; facilitating storytelling;
playing a role of a cultural facilitator
- presenting alive culture of the country – participation in
different authentic events like local exhibitions, fruit and
vegetable markets, local pubs, music and art events
- proposing local products and local cuisine in the
38

- solid cultural
background,
- fantasy,
- resourcefulness

5

Experiential
tourism

- knowledge of tangible and intangible
local culture

restaurants
- ability to organize visits to farms, artisan workshops,
cultural centres, animal breeding, factories for processing
the agriculture products (wine, olive oil, cheese etc.)
-ability to propose experiences in contact with nature and
the inhabitants, such as participation in festivals, religious
ceremonies, private parties; storytelling; playing as
cultural facilitator
- advising customers in the shopping, in order to support
local traditional products
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- fantasy,
- resourcefulness,
- creativity
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Annex 2
Matrix of competencies for mountain guide occupation
Competence
Competence 1
Planning and preparation of
the mountain tours
Competence 2
Manage tourist groups
Competence 3
Ensuring health of tourists in
mountain environment by
giving first aid
Competence 4
Ensuring safety of tourists in
mountain environment
Competence 5
Providing environmental
protection information
Competence 6
Providing natural tourism
information and advice
sustainable tourism
Competence 7
Teaching and training of
clients for applying the
mountain activities
techniques
Competence 8
Guide the trekking tours
Competence 9
Guide the sport climbing
activities
Competence 10
Guide the rock climbing
routes

Skills
Planning, Equipment use,
Consultation/Communication

EQF Level
4

Planning, Leading, Communication, Didactics,
4
Mountain activities hard skills ( sport /rock
climbing, mountaineering, skiing/ski-touring, etc.),
Rope management
First aid, Leading, Communication
4

Risk management, Snow and avalanche, Avalanche
rescue, Rescue in wall, Crevasse rescue

4

Environmental education, Leading,
Communication, Didactics

4

General knowledge, Nature explanation, Territory
interpretation, Sustainable and responsible
tourism, Leading, Communication, Didactics

4

Mountain activities hard skills ( sport /rock
4
climbing, mountaineering, skiing/ski-touring, etc.),
Rope management, Leading, Communication,
Didactics.
Trekking, Orientation techniques, Meteorology,
Equipment use, Risk management, Leading,
Communication, First aid
Sport climbing technique, Rope management and
belaying techniques, Equipment use, Risk
management, Leading, Communication, First aid
Rock climbing technique, Rope management and
belaying techniques, Equipment use, Risk
management, Leading, Communication, First aid,
Wall rescue
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4
4
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Competence 11
Guide the via ferrata routes
Competence 12
Guide the ice climbing
routes
Competence 13
Guide the winter
mountaineering routes
Competence 14
Guide the ski activities
Competence 15
Guide the ski touring
Competence 16
Guide the Glacier travel
Competence 17
Guide the high altitude
mountaineering tours
Competence 18 - Optional
Animate experiential tourism
with clients

Via ferrata techniques, Equipment use, Risk
management, Leading, Communication, First aid
Ice climbing technique, Rope management and
belaying techniques, Equipment use, Risk
management, Leading, Communication, First aid,
Snow and avalanches, Avalanche rescue
Winter mountaineering technique, Planning, Rope
management and belaying techniques, Equipment
use, Risk management, Leading, Communication,
First aid, Snow and avalanches, Wall rescue,
Avalanche rescue
Ski technique, Equipment use, Risk management,
Leading, Communication, First aid, Snow and
avalanches, Avalanche Rescue, Didactics
Ski-touring technique, Equipment use, Planning,
Risk management, Leading, Communication, First
aid, Snow and avalanches, Avalanche Rescue
Glacier travel technique, Equipment use, Planning,
Risk management, Leading, Communication, First
aid, Snow and avalanches, Crevasse Rescue
High altitude mountaineering techniques,
Equipment use, Planning, Risk management,
Leading, Communication, First aid, Snow and
avalanches, Avalanche Rescue, Crevasse Rescue
Experiential tourism, Leading, Communication,
Didactics
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Annex 3
Training structure for Mountain guide occupation
Trekking Module
Prerequisite:
-CV-mountain experience
-Entry test – phisical part
Trekking Module - Summer Cycle
Training

Trekking Module - Winter Cycle
Training

Trekking Module - Summer Cycle
Exam 1

Trekking Module - Winter Cycle
Exam 2

Graduation Certificate Trekking Module
(Mountain Leader)
Climbing Module –Summer
Prerequisite:
-CV- specific mountain experience
-Certificate for Trekking module Exam1&2
-Entry test – Sport Climbing & climbing boots
Climbing Module - Summer
Training
Climbing Module - Summer
Exams
Climbing Module - Summer
Graduation Certificate Summer Climbing
Module
Avalanche Module – Winter
Avalanche Module - Winter
Training
Avalanche Module - Winter
Exam
Avalanche Module - Winter
Graduation Certificate - Avalanche Module
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Mountaineering Module – Winter

Ski Module

Prerequisite:
-CV- specific mountain experience
-Certificate for Trekking Module Exam1&2
-Certificate for Climbing Module Exam
-Certificate for Avalanche Module Exam

Prerequisite:
-CV- specific ski experience
-Certificate for Trekking Module Exam1&2
-Certificate for Climbing Module Exam
-Certificate for Avalanche Module Exam

Mountaineering Module - Winter
Training

Ski Module - Winter
Training

Mountaineering Module - Winter
Exams

Ski Module - Winter
Exams

Mountaineering Module – Winter
Graduation Certificate Mountaineering
Module

Ski - Summer
Graduation Certificate Ski Module

National Mountain Guide
Certificate

High Altitude Module
Prerequisite:
-CV- specific mountain experience
-Certificate for Mountaineering module
-Certificate for Ski module
High Altitude Module
Training
High Altitude
Exams
High Altitude
Graduation Certificate High Altitude
Module

Mountain Guide Certificate
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Optional Modules
Experiential tourism Module
Prerequisite:
-Certificate for Trekking module Exam1&2
Experiential tourism
Training
Experiential tourism
Exams
Experiential tourism
Graduation Certificate
Experiential tourism Guide
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Annex 4

5

Winter
Cycle

10

13

98

1080

[Points]
45

6

8

0

8

2

24

1

14

16

0

16

2

48

2

6

0

8

8

2

24

1

6

0

8

8

2

24

1

6

8

0

8

2

24

1

6

8

0

8

2

24

1

8

24

16

16

8

72

3

6

8

0

8

2

24

1

8

24

16

16

8

72

3

Guide summer mountaineering
routes

8

40

16

32

8

96

4

Mountaineering Summer module

Guide the sport climbing activities

4

16

8

16

4

48

2

Guide the multi-pitch climbing
routes

8

24

8

24

8

72

3

Guide the via ferrata routes

4

8

0

8

4

24

1

Guide the trekking tours in
summer
Ensuring safety of tourists in
mountain environment in
mountain
Guide the trekking tours in winter
condition

45

Individual Study

[Hours]
112 360

Manage tourist groups

9

12

360

Total Training Duration:
Planning and preparation of the
mountain tours
Ensuring health of tourists (by
giving first aid) in mountain
environment
Providing environmental
protection information
Providing natural tourism
Summer
information and advice
Cycle
sustainable tourism
Teaching and training of clients
Trekking
for applying the mountain
Module
activities techniques

7

11

150

Competence

6

8

ECVET Points
1point=24hours

4

Total hours

3

Exams

2

Work based learning

1

Module

Practice

Nr.
Crt

Theory

Training schedule for Mountain guide occupation
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14
15
16

Winter safety
module
Mountaineering
winter module

17

Ensuring safety of tourists in
mountain environment in winter
condition

16

24

0

24

8

72

3

Guide the ice climbing routes

4

8

0

8

4

24

1

Guide the winter mountaineering
routes

8

32

16

32

8

96

4

Guide the ski techniques

8

24

8

24

8

72

3

Guide the ski touring

8

40

24

64

8

144

6

Guide the Glacier travel

8

16

0

16

8

48

2

Guide the high altitude
mountaineering tours

8

16

0

16

8

48

2

150

360

112

360

98

1080

45

8

8

8

16

8

48

2

Ski module
18
19
20

Glacier and high
mountain module

Total Training Duration [Hours] :
OPTIONAL MODULE
21

Experiential tourism

Animate experiential tourism with
clients
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Annex 5
Mountain Guide Training Curriculum

- The peculiarities of
the mountain trails
Preparation and
planning of
mountain activities:
stages of
preparation,
elements to be
considered at each
stage, preparation
of the general plan
and detailed plans
- Legislation on
mountain guide
activity

Theory
Presentations
Case studies
Trainees
projects

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Practice
Exercises
Simulations
Team work

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Collaborative
methods
Informal
learning

Theory
Flip-chart
Teaching material
Training book
Trainee
experience
Computer
Video-projector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources
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Evaluation criteria

Practice
Technical
- Be able to collect and analyse
equipment
all necessary information about
Exercises for clients, country culture,
individual and professional legislation,
group work
protected sites, area, routes,
necessary equipment, weather,
snow and avalanche
E-learning tools information, etc.
(forum, chat, - Be able to choose the target
videoin accordance with the
conference,
gathered information
wiki, SCORM - Be able to take into account
activities)
all circumstances that may
arise and to make backup
plans

6

No of hours
8
8

ECVET points

Material resources / Pedagogical
resources

Exam

Planning and
preparation of
the mountain
tours

Pedagogical methods

Individual Study

Trekking
module –
summer
cycle

Thematic content

Practice

Competence
unit

Theory

Module

Work based learning

1. TREKKING MODULE

Points

2

1

- Legislation on
protected areas

Ensuring health
of tourists (by
giving first aid)
in mountain
environment

Providing
environmental
protection
information

- Be able to realize logistical
organization (equipment, food,
transportation,
accommodation, weather, time
plane, options and backup
plans, emergency procedures,
first aid kit, etc.)
- Be able to analyse and take
into account necessary time for
delays (bad weather, route
conditions, client problems,
etc.)

- Theoretical
notions about
general physiology
- Mountain guide
first aid kit
- Theoretical bases
of giving first aid in
the mountain

Presentations
Case studies
Trainees
projects

Exercises
Simulations
Team work

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Collaborative
methods
Informal
learning

- Basics about
ecological and
environmental
problems affecting
the territory
- Legislation about

Presentations
Case studies
Trainees
projects

Exercises
Simulations
Team work

Flip-chart
Teaching material
Training book
Trainee
experience
First aid kit
Computer
Video-projector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources

Flip-chart
Teaching material
Training book
Trainee
experience

Multimedia

48

Exercises for - Be able to do general
individual and examination of the victim
group work
- Be capable to check for
First aid kit
breathing and pulse
- Be able to do CPR
- Be able to immobilize a
fracture
- Be capable to treat wounds
E-learning tools - Be capable to treat
(forum, chat, burnings/frostbites
video- Be in knowledge with the
conference,
appropriate measures in case
wiki, SCORM of accidental ingestion of
activities; tests) harmful substances
- Be able to organize
evacuation using the available
equipment or improvise
Technical
- To demonstrate the ability to
equipment
arouse interest, participation,
Exercises for involvement; ability to create
individual and emotion
group work
- To master information about
the legislation on the protected

14

6

16

8

16

2

2

8

2

1

protected areas and
environment
protection
- Basics about flora
and fauna
- Impact of tourism
on environment:
pollution and
depletion of
resources
- Knowledge of
Providing
history, tangible and
natural
intangible culture,
tourism
traditions
information
- Role of the
and advice
territory
sustainable
interpretation guide:
tourism
a cultural facilitator
Concept of
sustainability.
Definitions.
- Green Certification
schemes, criteria
and indicators;
labels, standards
- Impact of tourism
on local
communities, on
culture, problems in
the territory
Communication - Basic concepts
in guide work
about group
psychology
- Basic concepts of
communication
techniques

lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Collaborative
methods
Informal
learning

Computer
Video-projector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources

E-learning
tools(forum,
chat,
videoconference,
wiki, SCORM
activities; tests)

Presentations
Case studies
Trainees
projects

Exercises
Simulations
Team work
Collaborative
methods

Technical
equipment
Exercises for
individual and
group work
Maps

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Informal
learning

- Demonstrate ability to explain
the history, culture, religion,
habits, festival, events of
places visited
- Demonstrate knowledge
about the principles and rules
of responsible tourism
E-learning tools - Be able to teach how to
(forum, chat, respect for the local community
videoand the cultural heritage
conference,
- Demonstrate knowledge
wiki, SCORM about ancient and traditional
activities; tests) jobs from the region, problems
affecting the territory and local
people

6

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Flip-chart
Teaching material
Training book
Trainee
experience
Maps
Computer
Video-projector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources

Presentations
Case studies

Exercises
Simulations
Team work

Flip-chart
Teaching material
Training book
Trainee
experience

Technical
- To master information about
equipment
communication techniques
Exercises for - Be able to prepare the
individual and communication according to
group work
the profile of the interlocutor
- Be able to present information

3
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areas and the policy for the
protection, development and
promotion
- To master information about
local nature and biodiversity
- To master information about
sustainable tourism

0

8

8

4

2

1

- Basics of public
speaking

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Collaborative
methods
Informal
learning

Teaching and
training of
clients for
applying the
mountain
activities
technique

- Basic notions
about adults
pedagogy and
motivational
methods
- Instructional
technique (lesson
planning and
implementing)

Presentations
Case studies
Trainees
projects

Exercises
Simulations
Team work

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Collaborative
methods
Informal
learning

Managing
tourist group

- Fundamentals of
leadership
- Theoretical bases
of negotiation
techniques and
conflict resolution,
- Basic notions
about relationship
techniques

Presentations
Case studies
Trainees
projects

Exercises
Simulations
Team work
Collaborative
methods

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Informal
learning

Computer
Video-projector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources

Flip-chart
Teaching material
Training book
Trainee
experience

E-learning tools
(forum, chat,
videoconference,wiki,
SCORM
activities; tests)

regarding activities and places
of interest
- Be able to encourage tourist
by giving positive feedback
- Be able to understand the
tourist’s feedback
- Be able to communicate with
others positive, accurate and
understandable

Technical
- Develop and organize training
equipment
for all fields of mountain
Exercises for activities
individual and -be able to made a lesson plan
group work
(goals, way to accomplish the
goals)
Computer
E-learning tools - Be able to structure the
Video-projector
(forum, chat, lesson/ didactic materials
E-learning
video- Be able to assess the level
platform
conference,
and the needs of clients
Multimedia
wiki, SCORM - Be able to choose suitable
resources
activities)
training terrain
- To use the best teaching
techniques to implement the
lesson
Flip-chart
Technical
- Be able to organise,
Teaching material equipment
coordinate and control the
Training book
Exercises for
group of clients
Trainee
individual and
- Be able to assess client’s
experience
group work
capabilities and skills
Computer
- Be able to demonstrate client
Video-projector
E-learning tools care
E-learning
(forum, chat,
- Be able take and to
platform
videocommunicate decisions and
Multimedia
conference,
choices
resources(SCORM wiki, SCORM
- Be able to demonstrate
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3

8

4

2

1

6

8

8

2

1

mind-map,
videopresentation)

Navigation
techniques

- Navigation tools:
maps, altimeter,
compass, GPS
- Maps: (-relief
description on flat,
level curves; Water
representation on
the map; -the
legend of the map)
- Navigation
methods and
techniques
(recognition of
relief, memorization
of characteristic or
remarkable points,
use of compass,

Presentations
Case studies

Exercises
Simulations
Team work

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Collaborative
methods
Informal
learning

content, videocontent, folders,
files, e-books,
dictionaries)

activities; tests)

Flip-chart
Teaching material
Training book
Trainee
experience

Technical
equipment
Exercises for
individual and
group work

Computer
Video-projector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources(SCORM
content,
videocontent, folders,
files,
e-books,
dictionaries)
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E-learning tools
(forum, chat,
videoconference,
wiki, SCORM
activities; tests)

authoritativeness and
determination, flexibility and
adaptability, self-confidence,
empathy
- To demonstrate the ability to
concentrate under pressure
- Be able to create sharing and
consensus, to negotiate and
resolve conflicts
- Be able to assess the mental
and physical state of clients
and adapt strategy, technique
or equipment
- In the range of the activities,
be contact person, a
psychological and moral
support and a person of trust
for the client
- Be able to read a map
- Be familiar with the use of
compass, altimeter, GPS, etc.
- Be able to establish on site
where they are and where they
should going
- Be able to choose route with
map
- Be able to do natural
orientation
- Be able to navigate on poor
weather

4

altimeter, GPS,
taking an azimuth,
triangulation )
- Navigation on
poor weather
Guiding
-General
trekking tours presentation of
(summer part)
mountain
geography
- Mountain
equipment: choice,
properties, use,
maintenance
- Theoretical
notions about hiking
in the mountain:
terrain assessment,
ascent techniques,
descend
techniques,
backpacking (ABC),
camp set-up
- Theoretical
notions about
mountain weather
- Basic notions
about training
methods, nutrition,
general physiology

Presentations
Case studies
Trainees
projects

Exercises
Simulations
Team work
Collaborative
methods

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Informal
learning

Flip-chart
Teaching material
Training book
Trainee
experience
Computer
Video-projector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources(SCORM
content, videocontent, folders,
files, e-books,
dictionaries)
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Technical
equipment
Exercises for
individual and
group work
E-learning tools
(forum, chat,
videoconference,
wiki, SCORM
activities; tests)

- Be able to manage client /
groups (control of clients,
efficient pace, effective
communication)
- Be able to choose and
backpack the appropriate
equipment
- Be capable to assess the
terrain and find an easy and
safe way
- Be able to choose the
difficulty of the route, in
accordance to the participant’s
skills and number, weather,
terrain conditions, etc.
- Be able to use the
appropriate ascent and
descent technique to every
situation
- To prove client care in order
of safety, comfort and
enjoyment
- Be able to choose the place,
set-up the camp and organize
the food preparation and the
rest
- Be able to provide all
necessary information about
technical aspects and logistics,
area and local culture, care of
environment, etc.

4

24

16

16

8

3

Trekking
module –
winterr
cycle

Ensuring safety
of tourists in
mountain
environment in
summer and
winter condition
(Risk
management)

Guiding
trekking tours
in winter
conditions
(winter part)

- Theoretical
notions about
mountain
geography
- Theoretical
notions about risk
management,
hazard recognition,
influences and
types; analysis of
hazards;
minimization of risk
- Emergency
procedures for
mountain accidents.
Accident report
form
- Theoretical
notions about
survival, bivouacs
and shelters
- Mountain
equipment for
winter hiking tours:
choice, properties,
use, maintenance
- Theoretical
notions about hiking
in the mountain in
winter conditions
with boots or
snowshoes: ascent
techniques,
descend techniques
- Meteorology
specific for winter

Presentations
Case studies

Exercises
Simulations
Team work
Collaborative
methods

Flip-chart
Teaching material
Training book
Trainee
experience

Accident report
form Exercises
for individual
and group work

6

8

Computer
Video-projector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources

E-learning tools
(forum, chat,
videoconference,
wiki, SCORM
activities; tests)

-to execute a correct risk
assessment and to act
according to the situation
- Be able to recognize
/evaluate /minimize the general
danger in the mountain
- Know and be able to take
precautionary measures in
case of lightning, bad visibility,
wet, wind, cold or heat, snow
and avalanche, rock and ice
fall, torrents, mudslide, etc.
- Be able to improvise a shelter
and organize the bivouac
- Demonstrate calm and
efficiency
- Be able to communicate
efficient with group
- Be able to involve other
participants to assist

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Informal
learning

Presentations
Case studies
Trainees
projects

Exercises
Simulations
Team work

Flip-chart
Teaching material
Training book
Trainee
experience

Technical
- Be able to choose the
equipment
appropriate equipment for
Exercises for winter conditions
individual and - Be able to assess the snow
group work
terrain and find an easy and
safety way
E-learning tools - Be able to use the ascent and
(forum, chat, descent technique appropriate
videofor equipment used-boots or
conference,
snowshoes
wiki, SCORM - Be able to combine
activities)
techniques from the sector of
rock, ice and snow with each
other
- To master knowledge about

8

24

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Collaborative
methods
Informal
learning

Computer
Video-projector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources
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16

8

2

1

16

8

3

conditions
- Bivouac in winter
conditions,
improvised shelters
and emergency
situations in winter
conditions

emergency situation and
improvised shelters
- Be able to build an
improvised shelters
- Be able to choose the place,
set-up the camp in winter
conditions
- Be able to manage client /
groups (control of clients,
efficient pace, effective
communication) in winter
conditions on boots or
snowshoes trekking tours
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Guide summer - Specific equipment
mountaineering and materials used
routes
in climbing activities
- Basics in climbing
physics (ropes, fall
factor , impact force)
- Technical systems
used in climbing
activities: knots,
anchors, rope
management,
belaying, rappelling,
lowering, pulley
systems
- Short roping
techniques, tying in
multiple clients,
managing the rope
in short roping
situations
- Wall rescue
techniques

Theory
Presentations
Case studies
Trainees
projects

Practice
Exercises
Simulations
Team work

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Collaborative
methods
Informal
learning

Theory
Flip-chart
Teaching material
Training book
Trainee
experience

Practice
Technical
equipment
Exercises for
individual and
group work

Evaluation criteria

- To master principle of climbing
physic
- Be able to use appropriate
knots for each situation
- Be able to install and control
the mobile and fixed protections
Computer
- Be able to set up and manage
Video-projector
E-learning
the station
E-learning
tools (forum, - Be able to use systems for
platform
chat, video- ascending and descending
Multimedia
conference,
ropes
resources(SCORM wiki, SCORM - Be able to organize a pulley
content,
video- activities;
system with or without
content, folders, tests)
specialized equipment
files,
e-books,
- Be able to manage a rappel
dictionaries)
system with one or more clients
- Be able to install and manage
different lower situation
- Be able to organize escape
system with or without
specialized equipment
- Be able to improvise technical
solutions in case of rescue
- Be able to plan and put into
practice the evacuation from the
rock wall of the injured person in
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8

No of hours
40 16 32

ECVET points

Material resources / Pedagogical
resources

Exam

Pedagogical methods

Individual study

Thematic content

Practice

Climbing
module
(summer)

Competence
unit

Theory

Module

Work based learning

2. CLIMBING MODULE (SUMMER)

Points

8

4

Guiding sport
climbing
activities

Guiding multipitch climbing
routes

- Theoretical basis
in sport climbing
(specific gears,
belaying technique,
climbing techniques,
top roping, route
construction)
- Information about
training methods,
nutrition, general
physiology

Presentations
Case studies
Trainees
projects

Exercises
Simulations
Team work
Collaborative
methods

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Informal
learning

- Theoretical basis in
multi-pitch climbing
(specific gears,
belaying / rappelling
/ lowering technique,
climbing techniques,
short-roping )
- Guiding techniques
for multi-pitch
climbing

Presentations
Case studies
Trainees
projects

Exercises
Simulations
Team work

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Collaborative
methods

Flip-chart
Teaching material
Training book
Trainee
experience
Computer
Video-projector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources(SCORM
content, videocontent, folders,
files, e-books,
dictionaries)

Technical
equipment
Exercises for
individual and
group work

Flip-chart
Teaching material
Training book
Trainee
experience

Technical
equipment
Exercises for
individual and
group work

Computer
Video-projector
E-learning
platform

E-learning
tools (forum,
chat, videoconference,
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E-learning
tools (forum,
chat, videoconference,
wiki, SCORM
activities;
tests)

every direction (us, down or
sideways)
- Be able to climb routes at least
6b on sight
- Demonstrate effective
movement and execution of
skills and techniques in climbing
- Be able to climb in lead in a
confident way
- Be familiar with descending
/lowering techniques
- Be able to choose the proper
route for each situation and
client
- Be able to demonstrate and
teach safe belaying indoor and
in sports climbing terrain
- Be able to teach all of the
basics of rock climbing like
using handholds, footwork and
moving techniques
-be able to demonstrate and
teach how to install a top rope
- Be familiar with basic
knowledge in the sector of route
construction
- Be able plan and prepare a
multi-pitch climbing
- Be able to lead climb V grade
routes (UIAA scale) in alpine
terrain in a confident way and
execute all actions with a fluid
pace appropriate to a mountain
guide
- Be familiar with basic
knowledge in installing routes in

4

16

8

16

4

2

8

24

8

24

8

3

Guiding on Via- - Via-Ferrata
Ferrata routes principles
- Via-Ferrata
equipment
- Via-Ferrata
techniques
- Guiding clients on
Via-Ferrata routes

mind-map,
videopresentation)

Informal
learning

Multimedia
resources

Presentations
Case studies
Trainees
projects

Exercises
Simulations
Team work

Flip-chart
Teaching material
Training book
Trainee
experience

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Collaborative
methods
Informal
learning

Computer
Video-projector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)
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wiki, SCORM the terrain (setting bolts and
activities)
anchors, fixed ropes, etc.)
- Be able to manage the rappel
and lower system with one or
more clients over multiple
pitches
- Be able to choose the proper
route for each situation and
client
- Be able to demonstrate client
(s) care adequate measures
regarding the situation
- Be able to apply the adequate
guiding methods for multi-pitch
climbing
Technical
- Be able to climb 5 UIAA grade
equipment
with approach / Ferrata shoes
Exercises for - Be able to climb on different
individual and rock forms: chimney, crack, slab
group work
- Be able to maintain
appropriate pace thought the
E-learning
whole climb
tools(forum,
- Be able to assess the belaying
chat, video- possibilities on the spot and
conference,
doing a safe belay
wiki, SCORM - Be able organize abseil for
activities;
clients
tests)
- Be able to teach the clients
how to use the Via-Ferrata
equipment
- Be able to apply the adequate
guiding methods for Via Ferrata
climbing

4

8

0

8

4

1

Mountain
weather

Risk
management
in winter
conditions

- Snow study (Snow
pack, Snow
transformation,
Classification of
snow, Snow profiles,
Snow study kit)
- Avalanches (
Avalanche formation
and types, Factors,
Avalanches danger
level, Bulletin, GRMgraphical reduction
method, typical
avalanche problems)

Theory
Theory
Presentations
Case studies

Practice
Exercises
Simulations
Team work

Theory
Flip-chart
Teaching
material
Training book
Trainee
experience

Practice
Technical
equipment
Exercises for
individual and
group work

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)
Presentations
Case studies

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Informal
learning

Computer
Videoprojector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources

E-learning tools
(forum, chat,
videoconference,
wiki, SCORM
activities; tests)

Exercises
Simulations
Team work
Collaborative
methods

Flip-chart
Teaching
material
Training book
Trainee
experience
Computer
Videoprojector
E-learning
platform

Technical
equipment
Exercises for
individual and
group work

- Planning the winter
tour
- Risk management
and decision making
process for
avalanche danger
(Risk factors, 3x3
Multimedia
method, strategies for lecture
decision making)
(various
methods:
storytelling,

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Informal
learning

58

E-learning tools
(forum, chat,
videoconference,
wiki, SCORM

- Be able to make and interpret
different types of profiles snow
- Be able to complete the graphical
representation for snow profile
using snow observation kit.
- Demonstrate knowledge about
avalanche danger scale
- Be able to use the avalanche
bulletin
- Be able to use GRM method

4

No of hours
4
8

- Demonstrate knowledge about
risk management in winter
conditions
- Demonstrate knowledge about
decision making process for
avalanche danger

4

4

Evaluation criteria

8

ECVET points

Material resources /
Pedagogical resources

Exam

Pedagogical methods

Individual study

Thematic content

Practice

Winter
safety
module

Competence
unit

Theory

Module

Work based learning

3. WINTER SAFETY MODULE

Points

Ensuring
safety of
tourists in
mountain
environment
in winter
condition Avalanche
rescue

- Emergency
avalanche equipment
(avalanche kit, probe,
avalung, ABS pack,
etc.) - Avalanche kit
(different kind,
technical
specification,
maintenance)
- Avalanche
transceiver – partner
check
- Organising an
avalanche rescue
operation in case of
accident

mind-map,
videopresentation)
Presentations
Case studies

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Exercises
Simulations
Team work
Collaborative
methods
Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Informal
learning

Multimedia
resources

activities; tests)

Flip-chart
Teaching
material
Training book
Trainee
experience
Computer
Videoprojector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources

Technical
equipment
Exercises for
individual and
group work
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- Be capable to use and explain the
use of avalanche equipment
- Be able to make the partners
check
- Excellent work with avalanche
transceivers-finding of 3 “victims” in
E-learning tools 15 min
(forum,
chat, - Be familiar with modern
videoexcavating methods from the snow
conference,
- To able organize an avalanche
wiki, SCORM rescue alone / with the available
activities; tests) support
- To be aware of the options for
local rescue and evacuation
procedures
- Be fast and efficient

8

16

8

8

3

Winter
Guiding on ice
Mountaineering climbing routes
module

- Specific equipment
used in ice climbing
- Waterfall Ice Study,
The ice structure,
factors that affect
the ice quality
- The basics of ice
climbing: ice screw
placement, ice
anchors, v-threads
- Ice climbing
techniques:
movement with axes
and crampons
- Guiding techniques
on ice climbing
routes

Guiding the
- Specific equipment
winter
used in winter
mountaineering mountaineering

Theory
Presentations
Case studies

Practice
Exercises
Simulations
Team work

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Informal
learning

Presentations
Case studies
Trainees

Exercises
Simulations
Team work

Theory
Flip-chart
Teaching
material
Training book
Trainee
experience
Computer
Videoprojector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources

Flip-chart
Teaching
material

60

Practice
Technical
equipment
Exercises for
individual and
group work

Evaluation criteria

- Be able plan and prepare an
4
ice climbing activity
- To be able to lead at least
WI4+
- To be able to combine
techniques from rock and / or
E-learning
ice climbing
tools (forum,
- To be able to assess the
chat, videobelaying possibilities on the
conference,
spot and use the proper belay
wiki, SCORM
technique for ice climbing and
activities; tests) descending
- Demonstrate and teach all
climbing and moving techniques
with ice axes and crampons in a
confident way
- Demonstrate and teach how to
choose the place and install an
ice workshop
- Be able to apply safety
measures for winter conditions
- Be able to apply the adequate
guiding methods for ice climbing
Technical
- Be able plan and prepare a
8
equipment
winter mountaineering tour
Exercises for
-to be able moving confident,

ECVET points

Material resources /
Pedagogical resources

Exam

Pedagogical methods

Individual study

Thematic content

Work based learning

Competence
unit

Practice

Module

Theory

4. WINTER MOUNTAINEERING MODULE

No of hours
8
8

4

1

32

8

4

16

32

Points

tours

- The basics of
winter
mountaineering:
movement with axes
and crampons;
belaying and
anchors (snow, iceaxe, others),
selecting the route,
using short roping
techniques
- Guiding techniques
in winter
mountaineering
routes

projects

Collaborative
methods

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Informal
learning

Training book
Trainee
experience
Computer
Videoprojector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources
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individual and
group work
E-learning
tools (forum,
chat,
videoconference,
wiki, SCORM
activities; tests)

safe, calm on rock, snow and
ice
- To master all belaying
techniques, short rope
techniques, rope management
techniques
- Be able to manage rope in
fluid pace
- Be able to install fixed ropes,
set up anchors
- Be able to select the
appropriate route on spot and
use the appropriate technique
regarding the number of clients
and the skill and experience of
client (s)
- Be able to apply the risk
management and take safety
measures for winter conditions
- Be able to apply appropriate
guiding technique for winter
mountaineering

Guiding the
ski
techniques

Guiding ski
tours

- Presentation of ski
equipment (history,
technical
specification,
maintenance, etc.)
- Fundamentals: the
angles control, body
position, correct
movement of the
centre of gravity,
turns with correct
body position and
correct use of poles,
joining different types
of turns
- Levels in ski;
characteristics
- Presentation of ski
techniques and
exercises for different
ski levels
- Presentation of skitouring equipment,
adjusting, technical
specification,

Theory
Presentations
Case studies

Practice
Exercises
Simulations
Team work

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Informal
learning

Presentations
Case studies

Exercises
Simulations
Team work

Theory
Flip-chart
Teaching
materials
Training book
Trainee
experience
Computer
Videoprojector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources

Flip-chart
Maps
Training book
Trainee
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Practice
Technical
equipment
Exercises for
individual and
group work
E-learning tools
(forum, chat,
videoconference,
wiki, SCORM
activities; tests)

Technical
equipment
Exercises for
individual and

Evaluation criteria

- Be able to ski parallel consecutive
turns with different radius in
balance and control in different
snow conditions in a safe,
controlled and dynamic way.
- Be able to evaluate the clients
level and choose the ski slope in
accordance with client level
- Be able to demonstrate and teach
all of the basics of ski techniques
(turns, body position, etc.)

ECVET points

Material resources /
Pedagogical resources

8

No of hours
24 8
24

8

3

40

8

6

- Be able to plan and prepare a ski 8
tour
- Be able to use different ascending
techniques in an elegant, flowing

24

64

Exam

Pedagogical methods

Individual study

Thematic content

Practice

Ski module

Competence
unit

Theory

Module

Work based learning

5. SKI MODULE

Points

maintenance
- Ski tours ascending
techniques,
descending
techniques, belaying
techniques used in
ski tours
- Guiding techniques
in ski tours

experience
Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Informal
learning

Computer
Videoprojector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources

63

group work

and safe way
- Making rhythmic turns with both
E-learning tools lightweight and heavy backpack
(forum,
chat, - Be able to control turns in any
videotype of situation, even on very
conference,
steep and narrow terrain, with the
wiki, SCORM ability to stop at any time.
activities; tests) - Be able to assess and plan
access and descent
- Be able assess the terrain
conditions and avalanche danger
and to set the appropriate track
- Be able to adapt ascending/skiing
techniques to participants level,
snow and terrain conditions to
ensure group safety
- Be able to apply appropriate
guiding technique for ski tours
- Be able to apply the risk
management and take safety
measures for winter conditions

Glacier
Crevasse
and high rescue
altitude
module

Guiding
glacier travel

- Basics about pulley
systems
- Crevasse rescue
equipment
- Crevasse rescue
techniquesorganizing the
crevasse rescue:
arresting the fall,
rescue anchors,
situation assessment,
crevasse rescue
systems
- Basics about
glaciology:
localisation, types of
glaciers, structure,
glacier movement,
glacier traps
- Glacier travel
equipment
- Glacier travel
technique: knots,
tying in, methods of

Theory
Presentations
Case studies

Practice
Exercises
Simulations
Team work

Multimedia
lecture

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Informal
learning

Presentations
Case studies
Trainees
projects

Exercises
Simulations
Team work
Collaborative
methods

Multimedia
lecture

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Informal

Theory
Flip-chart
Teaching
material
Training book
Trainee
experience
Computer
Videoprojector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources
Flip-chart
Teaching
material
Training book
Trainee
experience
Maps
Computer
Videoprojector
E-learning

64

Practice
Technical
equipment
Exercises for
individual and
group work
E-learning tools
(forum, chat,
videoconference,
wiki, SCORM
activities; tests)
Technical
equipment
Exercises for
individual and
group work
Maps
E-learning tools
(forum, chat,
videoconference,

Evaluation criteria

- Be able to climb from a crevasse
independently after fall
- Be able to hold a falling
persons(s) in crevasse on foot or
with ski
- Be able to set an anchor system
depending on the available
equipment
- Be capable to organize extraction
from the crevasse with or without
specialized equipment
- Be able to apply the technique
appropriate to the situation
- Demonstrate knowledge about
glaciers
- Be able to plan and prepare a
glacier travel
- Be able to choose a safe itinerary
- Be able to use guiding and
belaying techniques according to
situation
- Master all type of snow and ice
anchor
- Be able to apply the risk

4

No of hours
8
8

4

8

8

ECVET points

Material resources /
Pedagogical resources

Exam

Pedagogical methods

Individual study

Thematic content

Practice

Competence
unit

Theory

Module

Work based learning

6. GLACIER AND HIGH ALTITUDE MODULE

Points

8

2

Guiding high
altitude tours

roping-up, ascending
and descending with
clients
- Equipment for high
altitude expedition
- Planning and
preparation of high
altitude expedition
- Basic information
about high altitude
issue (oxygen
percentage and
partial pressure
changes)
-Guiding high altitude
tours

learning
Presentations
Case studies
Trainees
projects

Exercises
Simulations
Team work
Collaborative
methods

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Informal
learning

platform
Multimedia
resources
Flip-chart
Teaching
material
Training book
Trainee
experience
Maps
Computer
Videoprojector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources

65

wiki, SCORM
activities; tests)

management and take safety
measures for glacier/snow
conditions
Technical
- Be able to plan and prepare a
8
equipment
high altitude tour (taking in plane
Exercises for
effective acclimatization, moving
individual and
between camps, adequate weather
group work
window for summit attempts)
Maps
- Be able to combine techniques
from the sector of rock, ice and
E-learning tools snow with each other
(forum,
chat, - Be familiar with use and installing
videoof fixed ropes on high altitude
conference,
- Be able to use different ascending
wiki, SCORM / descending/belaying techniques
activities; tests) levelled to the group in a flowing
and safe way
- Be able to improvise supporting
techniques
- Be able to set a camp and
organise the food preparation and
the rest
- Be able to recognize the
symptoms of AMS, HAPE, HACE
and apply the appropriate
measures
- Be able to apply the risk
management and take safety
measures for glacier/snow
conditions

16

16

8

2

Green
tourism
(Optional
modules)

Animate
experiential
tourism with
clients

Knowledge of
tangible and
intangible local
culture

Theory
Presentations
Case studies
Trainees
projects

Practice
Exercises
Simulations
Team work
Collaborative
methods

Multimedia
lecture
(various
methods:
storytelling,
mind-map,
videopresentation)

Scenarios
Games
Quizzes
Informal
learning

Theory
Flip-chart
Teaching
material
Training book
Trainee
experience
Maps
Computer
Videoprojector
E-learning
platform
Multimedia
resources

66

Practice
Technical
equipment
Exercises for
individual and
group work
Maps
E-learning tools
(forum, chat,
videoconference,
wiki, SCORM
activities; tests)

Evaluation criteria

- Demonstrate the ability to
8
organize visits to farms, artisan
workshops, cultural centres, animal
breeding, factories for processing
the agriculture products (wine, olive
oil, cheese etc.)
- Demonstrate the ability to
propose experiences in contact
with nature and the inhabitants,
such as participation in festivals,
religious ceremonies, private
parties; storytelling; playing as
cultural facilitator
- Demonstrate knowledge about
local traditional products

No of hours
8
8
16

ECVET points

Material resources /
Pedagogical resources

Exam

Pedagogical methods

Individual Study

Thematic content

Work based learning

Competence
unit

Practice

Module

Theory

7. GREEN TOURISM (OPTIONAL MODULES)

Points

8

2
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OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS FOR MONTAN GUIDE PROFESSION

Interviews are exploratory researches with small dimension sample, unrepresentative
statistical but with a good selection which reflect the structure of target. The samples include
a diversity of subject matter experts. This will reflect on dispersion into different regions, type
of the company and mountain activities carried out.
The aim of our research was to identify the relevant competences for mountain guides,
regardless of the field of mountain activities. As in the above mentioned methodology, we
made an interrogation regarding the level of importance of the competences to establish the
final version of matrix of skills and competencies for mountain guides. We targeted three
groups of stakeholders: mountain guides who have completed mountain guides training on
national or international level, owners and employees of guide agencies acting in the field of
mountain activities. Thus, our research was able to identify the training and working needs
which are important for working in the mountain sector.

Objectives of survey:
 Identify new competencies, skills, knowledge and abilities considered necessary to be
included into ―mountain guide‖ qualification


Identify soft skills and green skills mostly required by world of work



Conclude the ―matrix of skills and competencies‖

Design and Instruments
The questionnaire presents a series of questions related to the mountain guide competences.
The first two questions are for identifying respondent area of expertise.
1 = none;
2 = weak;
3 = considerable;
4 = strong.
The questions from 25 to 30 are open answer.

Dimension and characteristics of the sample
The participants in our research belong to some categories which are important in the context
of mountain activities. This are: owner/partner of the company, employee as well as certified
mountain guide at national or international level from partner countries.
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Interviewees were not selected by specific criteria, but are those considered important by
project partners from each country. Besides, availability to answer questions has made them
participants in our research.
The respondents were contacted by the members of the project team from each country and
asked to fill out a questionnaire, in a ―.doc‖ or ―.pdf‖ file format (see the interview template in
Appendix 1). The questionnaires filled out in this format were then sent by e-mail to the
research team from every participant country. The dropout rate is not known because those
who refused to answer were not counted.
We retained 16 questionnaires received by e-mail from respondents from Romania (see
Appendix 2) and 7 from Bulgaria (see Appendix 3). From Italy, we received 11
questionnaires (see Appendix 4).
The respondents were given coded IDs as follows: the first letter is assigned respondents—R,
the second group of two letters represents the country the respondents come from, the third
group of two digits stands for the number of the questionnaire on the list of the respective
country. Thus, R-RO03 means respondent number 3 from Romania, R-BG01 means
respondent number 1 from Bulgaria; R-IT02 means respondent number 2 from Italy.
Regarding the respondent’s dispersion, we took into account the fact that the same respondent
may be part of one or more categories. In the latter case, we counted every ticked category.
The distribution of respondents per country and per categories after question 2 (I2) is shown
in figure 1.
Figure 1. Repartition of questionnaires per country and per categories (I2)
Romania
Owner/partner
10

Romania
Certified Mountain
Guide
8

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Romania
Bulgaria
4
Italy
4
Italy
Romania
2
Employee
1 Bulgaria
1

Italy
4
Bulgaria
2

Bulgaria
Italy

Romania
Other
2

Italy
Bulgaria 1
0

0
Owner/partner

Employee

Certified Mountain
Guide

Other

In Romania, 62.5% of the respondents are owners or associates in the tourism business, but
also they may be mountain guides. A total of 50% from Romanian respondents are certified
5

mountain guides. As one of the major objectives of the project is to achieve a standard as
close to that recognized internationally, 31.2% of Romanian interviewees are international
certified mountain guides.
For Bulgaria, the percentage of interviewees who are prospects / partners in a travel agency is
57.1%, certified guides of 28.6%, while employees are 14.3%.
In Italy there were interviews in equal numbers with certified owners and guides (36.4%),
while employees are 18.2%.
Regarding the respondent’s dispersion on mountain activities carried out (I3), we considered
the fact that the same respondent can carry out activities in one or more categories. In the
latter case, we counted every ticked activity.

Table 1. Repartition of respondents per group of expertise area
Country

Mountain sportive activities Eco-tourism
Rural tourism
(climbing, mountaineering, in mountain in mountain Other
ski, ski tours)
areas
areas
10
7
5
5

Mountain
hiking

Romania

8

Bulgaria

7

3

7

7

4

Italy

8

-

1

-

2

Figure 2. Repartition of responders per country and per expertise area (I3)
Romania
10
10
9
8

Romania
8 BulgariaItaly
8
8

Romania Bulgaria
7
7

Bulgaria
7

7
Romania
5
Bulgaria
4

Romania
5

6
5
Bulgaria
3

4

Italy
1

Italy
1

Italy
1

1
0
Hiking

sportive
activities

Bulgaria
Italy

3
2

Romania

Eco-tourism

Rural tourism
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Others

In Romania, 50% of the respondents have in their field of activity also guided hiking tours,
62.5% have among their activities guiding of mountain sport tours as: climbing,
mountaineering, skiing, ski tours. 43.5% of the respondents have ecotourism in their field of
activity.
In Bulgaria, all the responders have in their field of activity both hiking, as well as ecotourism
and rural tourism. In addition, 42.8% have also sports tours activities (climbing,
mountaineering, skiing, ski tours) and 57.1% have other activities.
In Italy, 72.7% have in their field of activity hiking, 9.1% work in ecotourism, and 18.2%
have other mountain activities.
The breakdown of respondents by both categories and expertise is balanced and we can
assume that the survey will objectively reflect market requirements.
Overall, in the three partner countries, there are a significantly higher number of respondents
in the field of hiking, the second place as activities being ecotourism tours, and the sportive
mountain activities ranked third. This reflects the fact that the highest demand goes to low-tomedium difficulty tours, namely hiking or ecotourism tours. Because sports tours (climbing,
mountaineering, cross-country skiing, etc.) are aimed at a higher education audience, the
market for these services is narrower than in the case of hiking or ecotourism
Regarding the way the answers were interpreted, because none of the respondents from Italy
has any expertise in mountain sports activities, but only in hiking and green tourism activities,
we will analyse the answers regarding the level of technical sports competencies without the
Italian responders.

2. ANALYSE OF THE RESULTS

2.1. Open answers analyse

Competency: Planning and preparation of the mountain tours
Any mountain tour, whether it is a simple sport climb, whether it is a complex winter tour or a
high mountain expedition, starts with planning and preparation. Success and good
performance of the shift is based on good planning and training activity. The role of the guide
7

in this activity is different when working as an independent guide or employee of a company.
Answers to question (I29) mirror this difference. Here are some of the answers regarding the
cooperation with travel agencies in terms of planning and preparation of the activity:
-to collaborate with agencies and clients in creating tours that are both
satisfactory to the tourists, local communities and keeps in mind the protection of
the environment (R-RO01)
-By offering (the tour operator or agency) technical feedback and designing the
specialty (peculiar) portion of the tour (R-RO15)
Normally the ideas for programs come from the mountain guides we are working
with(R-BG03)
After each trip the mountain guides are preparing a report and according to
the findings in this report in the future the program can be changed (R-BG05)
-by suggesting appropriate paths and relative degree of difficulty(R-IT01)
-excursions details(R-IT03)
-planning, local contracts, logistics (R-IT07)
-by choosing itineraries(R-IT09)
When working independently, the mountain guide has the full responsibility of this
activity:
-prepare a list of suitable routes for the groups of children…. These routes must
have retreat points in case of unfavourable weather. If there are dangerous
portions, the guide must know in advance how to prepare the necessary materials
to make those passages safe. A guide must always have a plan B ready if things do
not go as expected (R-RO02)
-Information regarding the equipment, food and water supplies, terrain
difficulties, etc.( R-RO11)
-Trip preparation before the trip, checking the gear, checking the weather, make a
plan B in case of bad conditions (R-RO12)
-travel types, weather conditions, client types(R-IT02)
-information, programming, scouting, elaboration of alternative paths(R-IT05)
-if we work on planning we try to include elements of originality that are in line
with macro trends, like multisensioriality, sustainability, typicality, trying to make
them feel "like a local" (R-IT06)
-through their knowledge of the territory and of the concrete problems of the work
of accompaniment, they identify the best paths, in an interesting way from the
landscape, natural and cultural point of view, while also being safe and
appropriate to the target to which they are offered. They advise on feasibility of
offers and the possibility of alternative proposals in case of bad weather (R-IT10)
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Indifferent if he works on his own or in collaboration with an agency, the mountain guide
must have organizational skills, show answers to question (I25):
to be able to provide an invoice (R-RO02)
Exchange of information on route, logistics, contacts (R-RO03)
Good organizational skills (R-RO14)

Competencies: Ensuring safety of tourists in mountain environment. Ensuring health of
tourists in mountain environment
In the context of recreational mountain activities, each participant is responsible for
their own safety. Even if people with more experience can play the role of mentor,
ultimately, the responsibility is for each participant. In the case of a professional guide,
he will have full responsibility for the health and safety of his clients. At questions (I25)
and (I27) we received answers that outline these skills:
(I25):
Safety of the clients (R-RO05)
To know what to do in any extreme conditions (R-RO14)
Good knowledge in weather interpretation, first aid (R-RO07)
To ensure the safety of the clients first (R-BG03)
Competence, safety, problem solving……… (R-IT02)
Giving and conveying safety (R-IT04)
(I27):
caution, attention to safety,………. (R-IT01)
Professional training, safety,….. (R-IT05)
to accompany the client in total safety,… (R-IT06)
knowledge of the territory, safety, first aid (R-IT08)
ensure safety (R-IT11)

Competency: Manage tourists groups

What differentiates a professional guide from an alpinist is client care, the guide's attention
for the physical and mental comfort of the client, the quality of the experience. In order to
meet these requirements, the mountain guide must be flexible, able to appreciate the level of
clients and be able to adapt the route and rhythm to his / her customers to maintaining the
safety and comfort limits, as shown by the answers given to question (I25) and (I29):
(I25):
Evaluation of fitness level of the clients (R-RO01)
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Adaptable and resourceful in case of any unexpected events (R-RO01)
(I29):
must appreciate the skills and the strength of the group, to be able to ensure a safe
and a pleasant tour (R-RO05)
Help choosing the route according to our group needs (R-RO11)
A mountain tour program is described in general terms and usually can be
customizable (R-R013)
At the same time, the guide needs to know its limits and to appreciate him/herself very
accurately, shows a certified mountain guide from Romania to the question (I29):
In practice, in the terrain the mountain guide is shaping the tours according to his
skills, knowledge and personality. In the end, the mountain guide contribution to a
successful mountain tour is almost 100% (R-RO13)
In order to be able to control his clients and to effectively lead the group, the mountain guide
must have equally technical - professional skills and personal skills.. This approach is
supported by the answers to the questions (I25) and (I27):
Sharing information about the routes. Fair play (R-RO12)
sincerity, self-knowledge, open minded (R-RO13)
Know places well (R-RO6, R-RO11)
Anticipation (R-RO09)
Physical fitness (R-RO14)
Technical competence (R-RO14)
To do exactly the job they are hired for, depending on the group’s objectives/focus
(R-RO8)
In extreme situation (but not only) mountain guides need to be really good
prepared technically but also they need to have good communication and people
management skills (R-RO14)
To provide the clients with information for the country they visit. (R-BG03)
Competence, safety, problem solving, convey emotions (R-IT2)
Professional training, safety, authoritativeness, intuition, mediation skills (RIT05)

By capitalizing on his personal abilities, the mountain guide will also be able to offer positive
emotional experiences:
Make an enjoyable experience (R-RO05)
To be nice (R-RO06)
put them at ease in case they are afraid or tired (R-RO01)
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… problem solving, convey emotions (R-IT02)
to accompany the client in total safety, taking him/her to realize something more
than what he/she expected (R-IT06)
people that make you discover the soul of a place(R-IT04)
Communicating with customers is an essential part of the guide activity. The quality of
communication directly affects the relationship between the guide and its clients. The
importance of this ability can be assessed by the answers to questions (I25) and (I27):
(I25):
Well trained/educated in communication skills (R-RO07, R-RO10, R-RO11)
360° interaction with clients (R-IT06)
(I27):
Communication is paramount as concerns the relations between the mountain
guide and his/her client (R-RO03)
Good language abilities, communicating in a clear way (R-BG05)

The guide needs to adapt the message to his/her client- (I27):):
an open mind concerning communication with different type of clients (R-RO04,
R-RO05)
The guide must be able to communicate clearly and in some cases exercise strong
control to ensure safety (I27):
to be able to ensure that the information, warnings and details will be sent to the
members of the group instant(ly) and precise(ly) (R-RO05)
In emergency situation he must be calm and know how to communicate with the
group and keep him close (R-RO06)
communication skills are very important because the group need be constantly
informed about the distances, stop points, possible risks on the route, other useful
information that need to be communicated clear(ly) and in time (R-RO11)
Being able to give clear and unequivocal instructions (R-RO15)

Technical competencies: trekking, sport climbing, ski touring, summer and winter
mountaineering
Regardless of the mountain activities it carries out, the mountain guide has to prove very good
technical training. In order to maintain respect and ascendancy on its clients, the mountain
guide needs to be better prepared than any of its customers. Here are some of the answers to
the question (I25), (I27) and (I29) that justify our approach:
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(I25):
Deep knowledge of the environment (including historical elements, continuous training
(R-IT05)
Deep knowledge of the mountain environment in all aspects (landscape, culture, safety,
etc) (R-IT08)
(I27):
Guides should have a basic knowledge of all these fields (R-RO01)
High level of technique in mountain sports (R-RO04)
highly technical skills (R-RO05)
Guides have to be able to adapt their techniques according to the type of terrain, type of
snow, or ice, according to their clients experience and according to climate change
(summer, winter, etc.). To be able to adapt to such a big variety of situations (no route
is identical to another) the guide has to know and practice a big number of techniques
(R-RO13)
Technical skills are required to be at above average level per disciple (R-RO15)
High standard on rock, experience of top alpine grandest courses, solid competence
skiing any snow in a mountain environment(R-RO16)
(I29):
thanks to their professionalism and problem solving (R-IT08)
for their technical skills (R-IT11)

Green Competencies
The knowledge about nature, flora and fauna is an integral part of the of the mountain guide
skills. This idea is supported by the answers to the questions (I24), (I25) and (I27):
(I24):
respect for Protected Areas (R-IT08)
(I25):
Information about nature (R-RO06)
Good knowledge of flora, fauna, geography (R-RO07)
(I27):
environmental interest, empathy(R-IT02)
convey passion and respect for nature and mountain(R-IT02)

Regarding the respondent’s dispersion on knowledge about green mountain activities (I28),
we took into account the fact that the same respondent can choose one or more categories. In
the latter case, we counted every ticked activity:
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Table 3. Repartition of answers per green competencies
Country

Romania
Bulgaria
Italy
Total

Local
fauna and
flora
12
3
5
20

Environmental
protection

Responsible tourism

14
2
3
19

13
2
3
18

None of
the
variants
4
4

Figure 3. Repartition of answers per country and per green competencies

20
18
16
14

Italy
5
Bulgaria
3

Italy
3
Bulgaria
2

Italy
3
Bulgaria
2

12

Italy

10
8
6

Romania
12

Romania
14

Bulgaria
Romania
13

4

Romania
Bulgaria
4

2
0
Fauna and Flora Environmental
protection

Responsible
tourism

None of the
variants

Modular organization of the course

In order to ensure the flexibility of the program, the modular version of the Curriculum was
chosen.
The idea of organizing the modular form of the course is also supported by the answers to
question (I25):
skiing, ski touring, climbing and mountaineering should be separate
specializations, and guides should be able to choose which they want to specialize
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in, depending on their own interest and the number of clients asking for such
activities (R-RO01)
we have included in our programs only skiing and mountaineering activities (RRO02)
For the skiing season, they have to be certified skiing teachers. For the
mountaineering activities, they have to be experienced trekking guides with a
good knowledge in the areas we carry on the summer camps (R-RO02).
At question (I26) 67% of those surveyed chose the option ―specialized in some fields of
mountain activities (i.e. mountain guide: for winter activities / for trekking / skiing)‖
and only 33% the option ―Mountain guide with all the competencies‖ (see table 4 and
figure 4).
Table 4. Repartition of responders by option for complete versus partial professional
formation
Country
Specializing in domains
With all competencies
Romania
6
9
Bulgaria
6
1
Italy
10
1
Total
22
11
Figure 4. Repartition of responders by option for complete versus partial professional
formation

Respondents

with all the
competencies
11
33%

specialized
with all the competencies
specialized
22
67%
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2.2. Analysis of answers to scaled questions

The list of 19 mountain guide competences was established by the project team after
consulting the documentation mentioned in the methodology (see Table 5).
Table 5. List of mountain guide competencies

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
C17
C18
C19

Competencies
Planning and preparation of the mountain tours
Guiding trekking tours
Guiding Sport climbing activities
Guiding Rock climbing routes
Guiding Ice climbing tours
Guiding on mountaineering tours
Guiding on Ski activities
Guiding Ski-touring
Guiding on Via Ferrata routes
Guiding Glacier Travel
Guiding High altitude mountaineering tours
Ensuring health of tourists in mountain environment by giving firs aid
Ensuring safety of tourists in mountain environment
Teaching and training clients in mountain activities techniques
Manage tourist groups
Providing environmental protection information
Advise sustainable and responsible tourism
Providing natural and local tourism information
Animate experiential tourism with clients

These competencies are grouped into several categories:
1. - General skills necessary for all mountain activities

C1
C2
C12
C13
C14

Competence
Planning and preparation of the mountain tours
Guiding trekking tours
Ensuring health of tourists in mountain environment
by giving firs aid
Ensuring safety of tourists in mountain environment
Teaching and training clients in mountain activities
techniques
15

C15

Manage tourist groups

2. Technical /sports competencies:

C3

Competence
Guiding Sport climbing activities

C4

Guiding Rock climbing routes

C5

Guiding Ice climbing tours

C6

Guiding on mountaineering tours

C7

Guiding on Ski activities

C8

Guiding Ski-touring

C9

Guiding on Via Ferrata routes

C10

Guiding Glacier Travel

C11

Guiding High altitude mountaineering tours

3. „Green‖ competencies:

C16

Competence
Providing environmental protection
information

C17

Advise sustainable and responsible tourism

C18

Providing natural and local tourism
information

C19

Animate experiential tourism with clients

The participants were asked to rate on a 4-point scale the level of importance of these
competences. Two blank lines were added at the end of the list (items 23 and 24) in order to
allow the respondents to fill out other competences which they considered as important.
For this scaled items was used the following scale:
1 = none;

2 = weak;

3 = considerable;

4 = strong.

Because any of respondents from Italy are not from sportive mountain area, but only from
hiking and green tourism area, we will analyse the answers regarding the level of technical
sports competencies without the Italian responders (see Appendix A - Mountain guide

competencies – level of importance).
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Almost all general competences were rated as importance level well above the average of 2.5
(see table 6).

Table 6. Average level of importance for general competencies needed in all mountain
activities

C1

Competence
Planning and preparation of the mountain
tours

Average level of
importance
3,5

C2

Guiding trekking tours

3,7

C12

Ensuring health of tourists in mountain
environment by giving firs aid

3,3

C13

Ensuring safety of tourists in mountain
environment

3,5

C14

Teaching and training clients in mountain
activities techniques

2,7

C15

Manage tourist groups

3,6

The analysis of the answers reveals that sporting technical skills have a level higher than
average, but they do not exceed level 3 (considerably). This shows that in terms of market
demand, the balance is inclined towards hiking or green activities (see Table 7)
Table 7. Average level of importance for technical sporting competencies
Average level of
importance
2,8

C3

Competence
Guiding Sport climbing activities

C4

Guiding Rock climbing routes

2,7

C5

Guiding Ice climbing tours

2,6

C6

Guiding on mountaineering tours

3,2

C7

Guiding on Ski activities

2,9

C8

Guiding Ski-touring

3,0

C9

Guiding on Via ferrata routes

2,6

C10

Guiding Glacier Travel

2,5

C11

Guiding High altitude mountaineering tours

2,7
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Our study reflects the interest that the respondents show to green skills. We receive
confirmation that one of the project objectives, namely the integration of green competences
in the mountain guide standard, is in line with labour market requirements (see Table 8).

Table 8. Average level of importance for green competencies

C16

Competence
Providing environmental protection
information

Average level of
importance
3,3

C17

Advise sustainable and responsible tourism

3,4

C18

Providing natural and local tourism
information

3,5

C19

Animate experiential tourism with clients

3,2

Besides the 19 competencies set by the project team, the interviewees proposed new
competencies, as shown by the answers to question (I30):
The wildlife information have been very helpful all the time (R-RO11)
I think it is useful that the client service competence should be given more
attention in the future preparation of mountain guides(R-RO13).
Alpine tours. Mountain tours where you begin/need to use specific climbing
equipment. This tours can be technical rocky terrain, ridges, and mixt terrain with
snow, ice and rock(R-RO16).
Proposals for enlarging areas of competence were made and (I23/I24)
Mountain guides for children (R-RO02)
Mountain guides for mountain-biking trips (R-RO02)
Having a good physical condition (R-RO14)
Communication skills (R-RO16)
Group dynamics, problem solving(R-IT05)
respect for Protected Areas (R-IT08)
Relations with clients, maieutic guide (R-IT09)
The historical, anthropological and cultural aspects are missing. It seems to me
that the questionnaire focuses much on the mountain as a sport setting rather than
as a cultural one (R-IT05)
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CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of responses helped us to better understand the demands of the labour market
and to redefine some competencies.


To readjust the time and importance that we will need to give vocational training to
different competences.
 In terms of initial planning, we have increased the number of hours allocated to
communication techniques.
 Increased attention to competencies C1 - Planning and preparation of mountain
tours and C15 - Managing the group of tourists by increasing the efficiency of
the program and increasing the number of practical hours devoted to these
competences in each guiding activity (trekking, alpinism and climbing, , etc.)
 -the study showed the lower interest of majority of respondents for the skills:
C5-Guiding Ice Climbing Tours, C9-Guiding Tours of Via Ferrata and C10Guiding Tours on the Glacier. In order to synchronize with market
requirements, we have adequately reduced the number of hours in the training
curriculum for the development of these skills;



Demonstrated that the idea of adding "green" skills to the structure of the standard is
welcome. 88% of respondents considered that the guide should have knowledge about
flora and fauna and sustainable tourism.

Another index supporting the idea of introducing these competences in the occupational
standard of the mountain guide is also the high value for the average of the level of
importance given by interviewees: 3.2 (C19-Animated experiential tourism with clients) and
3.5 (C18-Providing natural and local tourism information).

The occupational standard that our project proposes will result in the formation of a highly
trained professional mountain guide, to respond to market needs most:
 Providing a high standard of service
 increasing safety in mountain tourism and decreasing the number of accidents
 by highlighting the mountain potent
 attraction of tourists to the mountain environment and specific sports (hiking,
mountaineering, skiing, etc.)
 Informing and educating tourists in the spirit of responsibility towards nature,
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forming tourist "green"
 Presenting mountain areas with traditions and customs, with specific history and
culture.
In recent years, mountain tourism has seen a spectacular development. This is certainly due
primarily to the fact that the mountain has become more accessible. Infrastructure and
transport development help mountain enthusiasts reach everywhere in the world at the foot of
the mountain in a matter of hours.
The number of those who come to the mountains and require the services of a professional
guide is also growing.
The new technologies make the high-quality mountain equipment, otherwise rarely and
extremely expensive, to get out of the shelves of the big sports outlets.
However, equipment, however sophisticated, is as good as its user. Nothing can replace the
experience and good preparation of a mountain guide.
Consequently, we propose the following structure of the mountain guide occupational
standard:
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
C17
C18
C19

Planning and preparation of the mountain tours
Guiding trekking tours
Guiding Sport climbing activities
Guiding Rock climbing routes
Guiding Ice climbing tours
Guiding on mountaineering tours
Guiding on Ski activities
Guiding Ski-touring
Guiding on Via ferrata routes
Guiding Glacier Travel
Guiding High altitude mountaineering tours
Ensuring health of tourists in mountain environment by giving firs aid
Ensuring safety of tourists in mountain environment
Teaching and training clients in mountain activities techniques
Manage tourist groups
Providing environmental protection information
Advise sustainable and responsible tourism
Providing natural and local tourism information
Animate experiential tourism with clients
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Appendix A- Mountain guide competencies – level of importance
Table 1.1. Mountain guide competencies – level of importance

1 = none;
Coutry
Respondents
no.

2 = weak;

3 = considerable;

4 = strong.

Romania

Bungaria

Italy

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Average

C1

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

2

4

4

4

2

2

1

4

2

4

4

4

4

4

3

2

4

3

4

3,5

C2

4

4

4

2

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

3

4

4

4

3

3

4

3

3

3,7

C3

2

3

4

3

3

3

3

1

2

1

1

4

4

4

4

2

3

4

3

3

2

2

4

1

2

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

3

2,8

C4

2

3

2

4

3

2

1

1

2

1

1

4

4

4

4

2

4

4

3

3

2

2

4

1

2

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

3

2,7

C5

1

2

1

4

3

3

1

1

2

1

1

4

4

4

4

2

4

4

3

2

2

2

4

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

2,6

C6

2

4

4

3

4

2

3

1

2

3

3

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

3

3

2

3

4

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

3,2

C7

3

4

2

3

4

1

2

1

4

1

1

4

3

4

4

3

4

4

3

3

2

3

4

1

2

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

2,9

C8

3

4

2

4

4

1

3

1

3

1

1

4

3

4

4

3

4

4

4

3

2

3

4

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

3,0

C9

2

3

4

2

2

1

1

1

4

1

2

4

3

4

4

2

3

4

2

2

2

2

4

1

3

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

2,6

C10

4

3

3

4

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

2

2

4

4

3

2

2

1

4

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

2,5

C11

1

2

3

4

2

3

2

1

2

1

2

4

4

3

2

3

4

4

4

2

3

3

4

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

2,7

C12

4

3

2

4

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

4

3

2

3

3

3

4

3

2

1

3

2

2

3,3

C13

4

3

3

4

4

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

4

3

3

3,5

C14

4

3

3

3

3

3

1

1

2

4

3

4

4

4

4

2

4

4

3

2

2

3

4

2

3

1

2

1

3

2

2

4

1

2

2,7

C15

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

3

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

3

4

2

4

4

4

4

3

2

2

2

3,6

C16

4

4

3

2

3

4

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

3

3

3

1

2

2

4

2

4

1

3

4

4

2

4

4

4

4

3,3

C17

4

4

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

3

3

2

1

2

2

4

3

4

4

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

4

3,4

C18

4

4

4

2

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

4

2

4

3

3

3

3

3

4

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

2

4

4

4

4

3,5

C19

4

4

2

2

2

3

-

1

4

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

3

4

3

3

3

4

3

3

4

4

3

4

4

2

4

4

3

3

3,2
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Appendix 1

Survey
The MONT GUIDE+ project team, encompassing: Asociatia Ghizilor Montani din Romania,
AITR-Associazione Italiana Turismo Responsabile, Edufor SRL, Professional team S.R.L.,
Bulgarian Association of guides in natural environment, Eco Monde, Monterosa academy
ASD and Ecosystem Europe Association is launching a survey aimed to identify the
competence profile of the mountain guide.
Thank you for participating in our survey on the mountain guide competencies proposed for the
Occupational Standard by our Mount Guide project team. Your opinion is important to us in order
to have an image of what should be changed in the new Occupational Standard for mountain guide.
This survey presents a series of questions related to the mountain guide competences.
The first two questions are for identifying your area of expertise.
For the scaled items from 4 to 19, please select the appropriate option in your opinion, using the
following scale:
1 = none; 2 = weak; 3 = considerable; 4 = strong.
For the questions from 25 to 30 please answer as you consider appropriate. For the open questions,
the more information you give us, the more you help us.
Please answer all the questions.
Your answers will be used only for the purpose of our research and will be kept confidential.
1. Are you agreeing that project partners into Mont Guide+ project collect your personal
data on the purpose mentioned before?
Yes
No
2. Check the answers specific for you:
[ ] Owner/partner of the company
[ ] Employee into a travel agency
[ ] Certified Mountain Guide
[ ] Other; please specify …………………
3. Which are the most frequent mountain activities organized by you/your agency (check
one or more of the following):

Contact: Felicia Enache, feliciaenache@yahoo.com, www.agmr.ro
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[ ] Mountain Hiking
[ ] Mountain sportive activities (climbing, mountaineering, ski, ski tours)
[ ] Eco-tourism in mountain areas
[ ] Rural tourism in mountain areas
[ ] Other; please specify …………………

Skills and competences

4.

Planning and preparation of the mountain tours

5.

Guiding trekking tours

6.

Guiding Sport climbing activities

7.

Guiding Rock climbing routes

8.

Guiding Ice climbing tours

9.

Guiding on mountaineering tours

10.

Guiding on Ski activities

11.

Guiding Ski-touring

12.

Guiding on Via ferrata routes

13.

Guiding Glacier Travel

14.

Guiding High altitude mountaineering tours

15.
16.
17.

Ensuring health of tourists in mountain environment by giving
firs aid
Ensuring safety of tourists in mountain environment
Teaching and training clients in mountain activities
techniques

Contact: Felicia Enache, feliciaenache@yahoo.com, www.agmr.ro

Importance
None-1;
Weak-2;
Considerable-3;
Strong-4

Project number:
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Skills and competences

18.

Manage tourist groups

19.

Providing environmental protection information

20.

Advise sustainable and responsible tourism

21.

Importance
None-1;
Weak-2;
Considerable-3;
Strong-4

Providing natural and local tourism information (nature /local
sites /history /culture /religion /etc.);

22.

Animate experiential tourism with clients

23.

Other – specify……… (feel free to add new competences)

24.

Other – specify……… (feel free to add new competences)

25. What do you expect from mountain guides regarding collaboration with a mountain
guide and regarding his/her competences?

26. Concerning your activities, do you require/ prefer mountain guides:
[ ] specialized in certain fields of mountain activities (ex. : mountain guide : for
winter activities/ for summer activities/ for trekking/for ski)
[ ] mountain guide with all the competencies
27. Considering technical and communication skills, please describe the way they are
required by mountain activities such as skiing, ski touring, climbing or mountaineering.

Contact: Felicia Enache, feliciaenache@yahoo.com, www.agmr.ro
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28. Do you need the mountain guide to possess knowledge on:
[ ] Local fauna and flora
[ ] Environmental protection and
[ ] Responsible tourism
29. Describe the way mountain guide contribute to defining the programs for your
mountain tours.

30. Regarding competences presented to you, do you have suggestions, proposals, things
that need to be improved / removed from the competences list?

If you are interested in the results of our survey , please fill out the following
information:
Country ………………………………………………………………
Company name ……………………………………………………....
E-mail ………………………………………………………………..

Please send the filled-in questionnaires to the contact address: feliciaenache@yahoo.com

Contact: Felicia Enache, feliciaenache@yahoo.com, www.agmr.ro

